ExpandingSynthesizedSignalGeneration
to the MicrowaveRange
high-spectralHereare.twobroadband,programmable,
puritymicrowavesignalsources,a 2-to-18-GHz
synthesized
signalgeneratorand a 2-to-6.2-GHz
Bothare single,compact,13-cm-high
synthesizer.
instruments.
by James L. Thomason
tr REQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS are signal sources
that produce a selected output frequency by
l'
some type of arithmetic operation on a stable reference signal, which is usually derived from a quartz
crystal oscillator. The synthesizer's major advantages
are the accuracy and stability of its output frequencies.
A signal generator, on the other hand, is a signal
source that produces a selected output frequency
directly from a tunable oscillator. It usually has a
calibrated output level and flexible modulation
capabilities, and these are its major advantages.
The synthesized signal generator, a combination of
these two types of signal sources, offers many of the
advantages of both.
Broadband frequency synthesizers have been
available in the VHF/UHF range since 19641.In 1971
the HP aOOOfamily of instruments introduced the
concept of a synthesized signal generator with modulation and output level contol.2 In 1975 the maximum
frequency range of the 8660 family was raised to 2.6
GHz and phase modulation was included.3
In the microwave range, frequency sources have
generally been narrow-band instruments, often covering one communication band or one octave. Wider
frequency coverage has been obtained by means of
collections of oscillators that can be switched on and
off. In tgZS the broadband HP 862904 Sweeper PlugIn was the first to cover the entire 2-to-18-GHz range
with a single YlG-tuned oscillator followed by a YIGtuned harmonic multiplier.4
The new 8671A Synthesizer and 8672A Synthesized Signal Generator, Fig. 1, combine frequency
synthesis techniques with improved versions of the
86290A components to provide extremely accurate
frequency coverage in the 2-to-18.6-GHz range. The
two instruments share a common 2-to-6.2-GHz frequency synthesizer and differ only in their frequency
coverage and output signal level control capabilities.
The 8671A spans 2 to 6.2 GHz with 1-kHz resolution,
can be frequency modulated, and provides more than
+8 dBm of unleveled power. The 8672A has an inter-
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nal YIG-tunedmultiplier and provides2-to-18.6-GHz
frequency coverage.8672A RF output power is internally leveled and calibratedfrom *3 dBm to -120
dBm. It may also be externally leveled. Six metered
frequency modulation ranges and two metered

Cover: Model 86724 Synthesized Signal Generator
works like a well rehearsed
orchestra: four phase-locked
loops(1-4)and an RF output
assemb/y(5) are conducted
by a digital control unit (6).
The four loops are the reference loop (1), the MIN
loop (2), the low-frequencysynthesizer(3), and
the YTOloop (4).
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Fig. 1. Model 8671A Synthesizer
(tap) generatesprecise frequenciesbetween2 and 6.2 GHz.lt has
1-kHz resolution and minimum
output power (unleveled) of +B
dBm. lt can be frequency modulated. Model 86724 Synthesized
Signal Generator (bottom) has
1-kHz resolutionfrom 2 to 6.2 GHz,
2-kHz resolution from 6,2 to 12.4
GHz, and 3-kHz resolution from
12.4 to 18.6 GHz. lts RF output
power is internally leveled and
calibrated from +3 dBm to -120
dBm. lt hasAM and FM capability.
Both instrumentsare HP-IB compatible.

amplitude modulation ranges are provided for FM
of the crystal oscillators to the 2-to-6.2-GHz range. A
rates to 10 MHz and AM rates to 100 kHz. Both the
YlG-tuned oscillator (YTO) is phase locked to the IWN
8 6 7 1 A a n d t h e 8 6 7 2 A a r e H P - I B ( I E E E - 4 8 8 - 1 9 7 S J and low-frequency synthesizer loops and provides
programmable. All control settings are indicated on
the output of the frequency synthesis section.
the front panel in either local or remote control mode.
The RF output section of the 8621A consists of a
peripheral mode isolator in the RF path and two senOrganizationand Operation
sitivity settings for FM. In the 8672A, the frequency
Internally, the 8671A Synthesizer and the 8672A
range is extended to 18.0 GHz by means of a YIGSynthesized Signal Generator are organized in three
tuned multiplier (YTM) and the circuits required to
sections (Fig. 2):
drive it. In the 2-to-6.Z-GHZ rarrge, the YTM is tuned
r the digital control unit (DCU)
to the same frequency as the YTO and the multiplier
r the frequency synthesis section
diode is biased on continuously so the circuit funcr the RF output assembly.
tions as a tuned filter. In the 6.2-to-12.4-GHz and
These sections are discussed briefly here and in more
1,2.4-to-1,8.6-GHzranges, the YTM is tuned to the
detail in the articles that follow.
second and third harmonics of the YTO, respectively,
The DCU takes information from the front-panel
and the diode is biased to perform its harmonic mulswitches and tuning control in local mode, or the
tiplier function. The power amplifier provides a
HP-IB interface in remote control mode, and stores
high-level signal to the YTM for maximum efficiency
this data. Then it calculates the required frequencies
and output power.
of the oscillators in the frequency synthesis section,
RF power level is controlled by the automatic level
and the internal switch settings (FM sensitivity, RF
control (ALC) circuit and the output attenuator. Level
output power, etc.) for the rest of the instrument.
adjustment from *3 dBm to -10 dBm is done by the
The frequency synthesis section of the instrument
ALC loop, and an additional 110 dB of attenuation is
consists of four phase-locked oscillators and an
available from the attenuator in 10-dB steps. Unoven-controlled 10-MHz crystal oscillator for longspecified higher outputpower may be achieved in the
term stability. To improve spectral purity, a 100-MHz
overrange mode.
voltage-controlled crystal oscillator is phase-locked
Facilities for wide-range amplitude and frequency
to the 10-MHz crystal oscillator and the reference
modulation are built into the output section of the
frequencies used in the instruments are all derived
8672A. Allowable AM rates are 10 Hz to greater than
from this oscillator.
100 kHz, and modulation percentage is independent
The M/N phase-locked loop and th@20-to-3o-MHz
of output level. Both the 8621,{ and the 867ZA can be
low-frequency synthesizer loop translate the stability
frequency modulated at rates from 50 Hz to 10 MHz.

Applications of a Microwave
SynthesizedSignal Generator
Model 86724 SynthesizedSignalGeneratoris designedto
satisfymany applicationsin automatictest, communications,
and researchand development.
spectrumsurveillance,
Test Systems
Duringthe designof the 8672Aa recurringproblemwas the
lack of a microwavesourcethat had the accuracyand spectral
purityrequiredto test the prototypeinstrument.Thiswas further
complicatedby the fact that the 86724 has 9,366,666possible
outputfrequencies!As soon as possible,86724 prototypeunits
were used to test each other, and desktop computers were
added so that testing could be more thorough and test times
could be reduced.Finally,severalB672Aswere includedin
desktop-computercontrolled test systems Jor research and
production.
The 86724 is particularlywell suitedfor productiontest applications.Manymicrowaveinstrumentsand componentsmustbe
testedvery accuratelyover broad frequencyranges.Complete
and
programmability
allowsthe testingto be controlled,rapidly
precisely.Low-power-level
such as receiver
measurements,
sensitivityor attenuatoraccuracy,requirenarrowbandwidthsto
separatethe signalfrom the noisethat is alwayspresent.These
measurementsbenefit from the 8672A's excellent frequency
stabilityand accuracy,which are neededto keep the signals
within the bandwidth of the receiver. Measurementsof the
or signalscan be made
spectralpurityof microwaveoscillators
by comparisonwith a referencesignal.The spectralpurityof the
8672A makes it a good local oscillatoror referencesignal for
heterodyningother signalsto lower frequenciesto make these
measurements
Communications Systems
systemsgenerallyrequirelocaloscillators
Communications
with superiorlonglerm stabilityand spectralpurttyfor receivers
and conIn addition,the frequencyresolution
and transmitters.
trol must permiteasy selectionof all requiredchannels.Frequency sourceswith the same criteriaare requtredto testthese
where the up-linkand
systems.In satellitecommunications,

Spectral purity and frequency accuracy are maintained in the FM mode because the system remains
phase locked and the loop bandwidths are notaltered.
A companion instrument, Model 117204 Pulse
Modulator (see page 6), makes it possible to pulse
modulate the output of the 8672A for applications
requiring RF pulses.
Lower Frequencies and Higher Resolution
When frequency coverage below 2 GHz is needed,
the 867 7Al7 2A may be used with another generator to
provide frequencies as low as 1 MHz. Also, because
finer frequency resolution may be required than is
provided by the 8671A172A,provision has been made
to substitute an external zo-to-go-MHz signal for the
low-frequency synthesis loop. Fig. 3 shows a system
in which an 8672A is combined with an 8660 Synthesized Signal Generator, two coaxial switches, a

down-linktransmissionfrequenciesare oftenseparatedby several hundred megahertzor more,the 86724 can performas a
local oscillatoror test stimulusgeneratorin eitherpart of the
system,Many systemsrequirebackup equipmentin case of
failures.Costs can often be significantly
reducedby using a
singlemultibandsynthesized
signalgenerator
as thebackupfor
severalinstruments.
Spectrum Surveillance
Another applrcationfor a broadband synthesizedsignal
sourcesuchas the86724is in theareaof spectrumsurveillance
and signal simulation.Here the abilityto switch frequencies
rapidly while maintainingaccuracy and spectral purity is
paramount.Used as the localoscillatorfor a receiver,the programmablesynthesizer
makesit possibleto scan the required
band quicklyand examinesignalsol interestto the user,As a
signalstimulator,
the synthesized
signalgeneratorcan rapidly
test the responseof surveillanceor other communications
equipmentto many differentsignalsand frequencies,
wrth or
withoutmodulation.
Research and Development Laboratory Uses
A primarygoal in the designof the 8672Awas to createan
easy-to-usemicrowavesignal generatorfor laboratorybench
use.Frequencytuningis accomplished
by turninga front-panel
knob; all stops and band selectionhave been eliminated.Instead of coarse and fine tuning knobs,four buttonscontrolthe
resolution
of the singlerotarypulsegeneratorused for tuning.
Unlikeotherdigitallycontrolledinstruments,
the 86724doesnot
lose its memoryafter a power interrupt,The adventof desktop
computersas instrument
controllers
hasmadeprogrammability
a real assetto the designer.The 86724 is programmedwith
singlecharactercodes, and providesstatusfeedbackto the
controller
forerrordetectionand analysis.
Withthelargenumber
of HP-lBprogrammable
instruments
alreadyavailable,the designer can quickly configurea desktop-computer
controlled
systemincludingone or moreB672Asto greatlyenhancemeasurementcapability.

relay actuator, and a controller to provide 1,2, or 3-Hz
resolution from 1 MHz to 18.6 GHz. The result is a
fully automatic source, with a single output connector, that provides calibrated wide-range output level
along with calibrated AM, FM, and phase modulation.
Serviceabilityand Reliability
An important consideration in the design of a
sophisticated instrument such as the 8671,N72A is
that the mean time between failures (MTBF) must be
long enough to allow effective use of the instrument
or any system in which it may be included. The instrument must also be capable of being serviced
rapidly so down time is minimized when repairs are
necessary.
During the early design stage, a great deal of attention was paid to the thermal, current, and voltage
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components. Temperature profiles of the
entire instrument were taken at major prototype and
pilot run checkpoints to assure that adequate air flow
and heat sinking were provided to all components.
Heat sinks range from simple commercially available thermal dissipators on metal-can transistors and
ceramic integrated circuit packages to a specially designed "Swiss cheese" heat sink for the series-pass
transistors in the power supply regulators. As a result,
the internal temperature rise is less than 10'C above
outside ambient, air temperatures inside castings are
less than 5'C higher than in the rest of the cabinet, and
series-pass elements in the 200-watt power supply
exhibit case temperatures less than 30'C above the
outside ambient temperature.
All the power supplies are designed with internal
current limiting and overvoltage and undervoltage
protection, and are individually fused. This prevents
minor power supply malfunctions or accidental
shorts or overloads during troubleshooting from becoming major secondary problems. To avoid failures
that might result from overheating, a thermal shutdown circuit turns the dc power off in the event of
excessive heat buildup inside the instrument. The
circuit is designed to trip at +85'C and restart at 55'C.
The instruments are designed so that, in many
cases, careful analysis of the front panel, the front-

Fig. 2. Models8671A and 86724
have the same frequency synlhes/s secllon and digitai control
unit. Model 8672A'sRF output assembly contatnsa YlGluned multiplier to extend the frequency
range.
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Fig. 3. fo extend ttsfrequencycoveragedown to 1 MHz, the
86724 can be combined with an 8660 SynthesizedSignal
Generatoras shownhere.Frequencyresoluttonts 1,2, or 3 Hz
from 1 MHz to 18.6 GHz

A Fast 2-to-18 GHz Pulse
Modulator
Model117204PulseModulator(Fig.1) is a high-performance
2{o-18-GHzinstrumentsuitablefor adding pulse modulation
capabilityto many microwavesignal sources,such as the
8 6 7 1 A S y n t h e s i z e ar n d t h e 8 6 7 2 4 S y n t h e s i z e dS i g n a l
Generator.lt employsa novelmethodof achievingfast pulse
transitiontimes while maintaininga good impedancematch
frequencyrange.lt alsoachieveslow loss
overthe 2-to-18-GHz
and highon/offratio.Typicalriseand falltimesare lessthan 5
ns.Lossistypicallylessthan4 dB to.12GHzand 7 dB to 1BGHz.
Typical on/off ratio is greaterthan 90 dB.

Fig. 1. Model 117204 PulseModulator
The 117204 uses a series-shuntmodulatorthat has one
series diode and four shunt diodes (Fig. 2). In this type of
modulatorthe outputRF is turnedoff by turningon the shunt
diodes and simultaneously
turning off the seriesdiode. The
inputRFisthenterminated
by the50O resistorin parallelwiththe
diode,TheoutputRFis turnedon by biasingthe seriesdiodeon
Bias T

and the shuntdiodesoff.The50O resistoris thenshuntedby the
low imoedanceof the modulator'slorward-biasedseriesdiode.
This systemavoidsthe severereflectionsthat can occur in a
shunt modulatorsystembecauseof the large mismatchproduced by the shuntdiodeswhentheyare turnedon. In a shunt
zero
modulatorthe inputand outputimpedancesareessentially
are
when the outputRF ls turnedofl. The resultingreflections
on the leadingand trailingedges of the
seen as perturbations
pulse and can seriouslydegradeperformance.
modulatorsystemshaveslowertransition
Manyseries-shunt
timesthanthe shuntvarietybecauseof the seriesdiode,butthis
is notthe casewiththe 11720A.Theshuntdiodesaredrivenby
mannerwhilethe seriesdiode is
an lC driverIn theconventional
driventhrougha biasT by a separatedriver.Thisdriverdelivers
iast, properlytimed pulsesto the seriesdiode to reduce the
transitiontime to that of a shunt modulatorsystem.
The sequenceof developingan RFoutputpulseis as follows.
On the leadingedgeof theTTLpulseinput,the outputof driver1
goes negative. This negative voltage begins to turn off the
modulator'sshunt diodes and turn on the seriesdiode. The
positivepulseoutof driver2 thenrapidlyincreasesforwardbias
The RFoutput
on the seriesdiodeto forceit intofullconduction.
pulse now reachesits lull steady-state
value.When the input
pulsereturnsto zero,the driver1 outputswingspositive.Thts
shuntdiodesand startsto turnoff the
turnson the modulator's
seriesdiode, The negativepulse out of driver2 now rapidly
reverse-biases
the seriesdiode via the biasT, forcingit out of
conduction,so the RF outputis turnedoff.
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Fig,2. A series-shuntconftguration,using one serles diode and four shunt diodes, provides
good impedance matching and fast transitiontimes

panel status indicators, and the internal LED indicators can quickly locate a problem to a particular
module. The front panel status indicators notify the
user of error conditions such as unlock, oven cold,

frequency out of range, overmodulation, and unleveled. These indicators can also be reported via the
HP-IB to a system controller. Inside there are LED
indicators on all the dc power supplies to indicate

their "on" state, a thermal shutdown LED indicator,
and LED "lock" indicators for all the phase-locked
loops. A CMOS logic probe is built into the DCU to
help determine whether the correct digital information is being transmitted to the rest of the instrument.
Complex circuits like phase-locked loops consisting of voltage-controlled oscillators, mixers, dividers,
and phase detectors can sometimes be difficult to
troubleshoot to the correct subassembly. In the
867LA|72A the simplest phase-locked loop, the
VCXO loop, involves two printed circuit boards, and
the most complex, the YTO loop, involves four boards
and five microwave subassemblies.All of these loops
have been designed for troubleshooting to the conect
subassembly or printed-circuit board without removing any circuits. RF input, output, and feedback signals are tested by pulling off snap-on connectors
(SMB type) and by using commonly available instruments such as counters and spectrum analyzers to
verify signal frequencies and levels. VCO tuning voltages are brought outside castings on feedthrough
capacitor terminals to facilitate troubleshooting. Access to the YTO loop assembly (two boards inside a
casting and five microwave assemblies) is gained by
removing three screws and one coaxial connection
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ISMA typeJ then remounting the entire assembly on
the chassis sheet metal for active troubleshooting.
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control unit design, and Mike Ammirato and Bob
DeVries, who did mechanical design. Overall contributors include Dan Derby, who was responsible for
the industrial design, and Charlie Sallberg, Randy
White, and Cliff Wing, who did the environmental
testing. Ron Larson designed the circuits for the
1172OA Pulse Modulator. Marc Saunders and Bob
Rands provided marketing information that helped
define the instruments. Brian Unter served as program manager in the later stagesof the project, and Rit
Keiter and |ohn Page provided valuable advice and
counsel as we progressed.Many others were involved
in the project, and I am grateful to all of them for their
contributions. @
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FrequencySynthesisin a Microwave
Signal Generator
by Kenneth L. Astrof

rTr Hf SPECTRAL PURITY of a signal generator is
among its most important characteristics. High
I
spectral purity is a combination of long-term frequency stability, low phase noise, and low spurious
responses. The 8671A Synthesizer and the 8672A
Synthesized Signal Generator have this combination
to a high degree, along with good frequency resolution, and therefore represent significant contributions to the state of the art in microwave signal
sources.
Factors affecting the spectral purity of any synthesizer are the noise performance of the frequency
reference, and the noise contributions of the frequency control, conversion, and generation elements
famplifiers, phase detectors, dividers, multipliers,
and the oscillators themselves). There are also undesired discrete signals, such as power line related
spurious and non-harmonically related spurious signals. It is possible for these discrete effects to be so
large that they mask any claimed benefits of low
phase noise.
An important objective for the 8671A and 8672A
was that the instruments' excellent phase noise performance should not be degraded by spurious signals.
Figs. 1 and 2 show measured, specified, and typical
8677A172A spectral purity. The noise is total singlesideband noise, including AM noise from the
amplifiers, multiplier, and ALC system, for two instruments measured together. However, the noise is
predominantly phase noise from the oscillators and
phase-locked loops.

Synthesizer Section Organization
The block diagram of the frequency synthesis section of the 8671A1724 is shown in Fig. 3. A 10-MHz
frequency standard and four phase-locked loops, including three voltage controlled RF oscillators and a
microwave YlG-tuned oscillator (YTO), are used to
generate a 2-to-6.199999-GHz signal with 1-kHz frequency resolution while maintaining the high spectral purity required in a microwave signal generator.

Fig. '1. Model 86724 Synthesized Signal Generator total
single-sidebandnoise measured at 6.7 GHz with 3-Hz
bandwidth. Nolse rs primarily phase noise but includes line
related spuriousand AM noise. The 6.1-GHz carrreris the
largepeak at the left,and the right side of thescreenis about2
kHz above the carrierfrequency.Verticalscale: 10 dBldiv.
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Fig. 2. Specified and typical 86714186724 single-sideband
noise in a 1-Hz bandwidth. Graph shows typical perf ormance
of two 8672A's at a carrier frequency of 6.1 GHz. Noise rncreasesby 6 dB for 6.2 to 12.4 GHz and 10 dB for 12.4to 18.6
GHz.

The principle of operationis to phaselock the YTO
output frequency to the outputs of two narrow-band
low-frequency synthesizers,the M/N loop and the
LFS loop. The M/N loop generatesa signal between
1.77.5and 197.5MHz:
FrwN: 2oo - (M/N)'10 MHz,
This is multiplied in a harmonic mixer to produce a
broad comb of widely spacedfrequencies.By design,
the desiredNth comb frequencyis an integer multiple
of tO MHz and moves in 10-MHz steps.
The YTO is coarse-tunedto the desired output frequency by a digital-to-analogconverter [DAC), and a
portion of the YTO output is mixed with the desired
Nth comb frequency. The resulting intermediate frequency is phase locked to the output of the lowfrequency synthesizer (LFS) Ioop, which tunes from
2O.OO7
to 30.000MHz with I-kHz steps.The output
frequency is
Fyro:N'Fwr.r-Flns
: 200N - 10M - (20.001-30.000)
MHz.
Thus this signal is tuned from 2000to 6199.999MHz
with 1-kHz frequencyresolution.In the 8672A, this
signalis then multiplied by I,2, or 3 by the ylG-tuned
multiplier to provide the 2-to-18.6-GHzoutput in
three bands.

The digital control unit generatesthe required M
and N numbers,the data programming signalsfor the
low-frequencysynthesizerand the DAC, and the band
information for the YTM, basedon the frequency information displayed on the front panel.
ReferenceFrequencies
The frequency standard for the instrument is a vibration-isolated, temperature controlled, rO-MHz
crystal oscillator with 5 x 10-10/dayfrequency stability and high spectral purity, including low phase
noise and spuriousresponses.An externalS-MHz or
1O-MHzfrequency standard with 0-dBm signal level
may also be used if either greaterstability or common
use of a single referenceis desired. Any number of
8671A172Asynthesizers may share a common frequency standard.Each unit has a rear-panelbuffered
output derived from the referenceloop voltage controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO).
The 10-MHz standard frequency goes to the reference phase-lockedloop, which serves as a cleanup
loop for the frequency standard.The 100-MHz VCXO
in this loop is optimized for low phase noise and
spurious responsesbeyond a ZOO-Hzoffset from the
carrier.Within 2OOHzofthe carrierthe goodtemperature stability and low aging rate, phase noise, and
spurious response of the frequency standard are
transferredto the 100-MHz VCXO. The 100-MHz signal is quadrupledto produce a spectrallypure 400MHz signal that is used in the IWN loop as the basic
microwave frequency reference for the instrument.
The 100-MHzVCXO output is also divided down to
provide 10 and 2O-MHzreferencefrequenciesfor the
rest of the instrument.
Low-Frequency
SynthesizerLoop
The low-frequency synthesizer provides the instrument's 1-kHz frequency resolution over any
10-MHzrangeby repetitivelycycling between20.001
and 30.000MHz in 1-kHz steps,If.the loop had been
designedas a simple divide-by-Nphaselocked loop
then the circuit would have involved a 1-kHz frequency reference(L0 MHz + 10,000)and a frequencycounter-type divide-by-N circuit, where N would
vary from 2O,OOIto 30,000. The loop output frequencywould then be Nx t kHz, or 20.001to 30.000
MHz in steps of 1 kHz.
Two circuit refinementsare used in the 867IAl7ZA
synthesizerto achieve the required phase noise and
frequencyresolutionin a single-loopphase-locksystem (seeFig. a). The first refinement is the conventional technique of increasing the reference frequency to the loop phase detectorby a factor of eight
and then dividing the VCO output by the samefactor,
thus retaining the original frequency resolution. The
phase detector referencefrequency that must be filtered from the VCO tuning line to avoid spurious

sidebands is increased from 1 kHz to 8 kHz, so the
loop bandwidth can be increased by the same ratio,
thereby increasing the frequency range over which
negative feedback can be used to improve the oscillator's performance. This improvement is notwithout
cost, since the VCO frequency range, previously
20.001 to 30.000 MHz, is increased to the much
higher range of 160.008 to 240.000 MHz. Higherspeed, higher-cost ECL digital ICs must now be used
for the divide-by-8 function and the first stage of the
divide-by-N counter is a +1.0/+11 ECL prescaler with
a high-speed T2L controller that switches between
+10 and +11 by swallowing pulses,
Arbitrarily increasing the loop bandwidth in a
phase-lock system will improve the phase noise performance of the VCO close to the carrier where the
noise is high. However, if N in the divide-by-N
counter is so large that VCO noise sidebands are attenuated below the divider or phase detector noise
floor, then the familiar noise pedestal problem of
many phase-locked loops appears.The second circuit
refinement, a technique called fractional division,
overcomes this problem by allowing non-integer division. In the LFS this technique makes it possible to
d i v i d e b y 2 0 0 0 . 1 , 2 O O O . 2 , 2 0 0 0 . 3.,. . , i n s t e a d o f t h e
i n t e g e r s 2 0 , O O 1 ,2 0 , O O 2 , 2 0 , 0 0 3 ,. . . . F o r e x a m p l e , t o
divide by 2000.1, the circuit divides by 2000 nine
times and by 2001 once, for an average over ten divisions of (9x2000+1x200.1)+10:2000.1. The reference frequency is raised from 8 to B0 kHz because
the phase detector sees ten zero crossings (ends of
count) every 125 trr,sinstead of the one zero crossing
associatedwith dividing by 20,001. Thus the average
divide-by-N number is decreased by a factor of ten.
Also, the LFS signal-to-noise ratio improves by 20 dB
because the system noise floor remains constant
while the dc output of the phase detector increases by
the same factor of ten as the input zero crossings.
M/N Loop
The M/N loop provides a high-spectral-purity signal that, after multiplication to microwave frequencies, serves as the wideband reference frequency for
the instrument. The multiplication factor ranges from
77 to 32 as the YTO frequency changes from 2 to 6.190
GHz. Multiplication by 32 creates a 30.1-dB increase
in phase noise and spurious responses of the YTO
output relative to the output of the IWN loop before
multiplication. The specified single-sideband phase
noise in a 1.-Hz bandwidth at 10 kHz offset from the
carrier for the 8677A172A is 89 dB below the carrier
(89 dBc/Hz). With the output frequency at 6.190 GHz
and N : 32, the M/N output single-sideband phase
noise must be 119 dBc/Hz to meet specifications. Allowing a 1O-dB margin between component and instrument specifications and noting that the divideby-2 circuit following the M/N VCO improves the M/N

output phase noise by 6 dB, then the IWN VCO must
have single-sideband phase noise of 123 dBc/Hz. The
resonator element in this oscillator is a foreshortened
coaxial cavity.
To achieve this level of performance in a voltage
controlled oscillator that is varactor tuned from 355 to
395 MHz requires careful design and manufacturing
procedures. To maintain low resonator losses and
thus high Q, all resonator parts are made of goldplated copper or brass except the resonator housing
which is alodined aluminum. Resonator taps for the
oscillator and output transistor are designed for
minimum loading to maintain a high loaded Q for the
oscillator circuit. The oscillator employs a low-noise
oscillator transistor and two high-quality microwave
varactors in parallel. The varactors are selected for
high circuit Q (low RF loss) and low diode noise
(internal noise can be caused by leakage current, 1/f
noise from diode surface effects, and noise from diode
rectification current caused by large RF swings on the
varactor). To maintain this level of performance
throughout the manufacturing cycle requires not only
careful design but also sophisticated assembly and
testing procedures. Each IWN VCO is factory tested
for phase noise performance, output power level, and
tuning sensitivity before it is installed.
In addition to the careful design of the M/N VCO,
several other design innovations can be seen in the
IWN loop. The values of the M and N numbers used in
the digital dividers were selected to reduce the overall tuning range of the N,I/NVCO. The tuning sensitivity of the IWN VCO varies as a function of frequency,
This is balanced within a factor of two by the change
in the feedback divide number (M : 8 to 27), thereby
keeping loop gain and loop bandwidth nearly constant. Finally, fractional division, which was originally devised for use in the \21lN loop, is used to
reduce the effective M divide number by a factor of
four to realize a 72-dB improvement in the loop
signal-to-noise ratio.
YTO Loop
The YTO loop serves as the final summing Ioop for
the instrument and transfers to the RF output the
frequency accuracy, stability, resolution, phase noise,
and spurious performance of the M/N loop, the lowfrequency synthesizer loop, the reference loop, and
the internal frequency standard. The use of a wideband low-noise YTO as the final output device makes
it possible to use a carefully optimized phase-locked
loop to transfer the spectral purity of the lowfrequency references to the RF output, while the farout (>20 kHz) phase noise and broadband noise floor
of the YTO offer far superior performance to that of a
multiplied or up-converted synthesizer technique.
This is a major performance advantage of an indirect
synthesizer (one that uses phase-Iocked loops and
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ReterenceLoop

Low.FrequencySynthssizer(LFS)

177.5-197.5MHz
( 1 0 / N ) - M H zS t e p s

N = 11-32i

5-45 MHz

400 MHz

r,,n= [eoo-$ 'ro] ux'
Fr-rs= 20.001-30.000MHz
1-kHz Steps

j

FM (From RF Module)

2000-6199.999
MHz

,

1-kHz Steps
To RF Module

NxF1;6 = (ilx200*Mx10) MHz

Flg' 3' Block diagram of the 8671418672Afrequency synthes/sseclion, Four phase-tocked
loops transfer the stabilityof a 10-MHz crystal frequency standard to the output YtGluned
oscillator (YTC/,

variablefrequencyoscillators)over a direct synthesis
technique (adding and multiplying fixed reference
frequenciesJ.
Becausethe far-out phasenoise performanceof the instrument dependson the YTO, it has
beencarefullydesignedto performwell in this regard
(seebox, page 12).
YlG-tuned oscillatorsare magnetically tuned devices and are normally designedwith high and lowsensitivity electromagnetic coil windings. In the
8677Al72Athemain coil or high-sensitivitywinding
is used to coarse-tunethe YTO. It has 4O-MHz/mA
tuning sensitivity,power dissipationof 1.1watts,and
a relatively slow tuning rate. The tickler coil or lowsensitivity winding (200 kHz/mA) has 10-MHz fre11

quency response and is used for frequency modulation and phase-lock purposes.
Reducing pretune circuit noise can be accomplished merely by placing a large capacitor
across the YTO main coil. However, a synthesizer
must also have fast switching speeds. The speed-up
circuit shown in Fig. 5 is designed to allow large
tuning changes quickly, but low-pass filter the tuning
voltage for small pretune error signals (i.e., noise).
The DAC and YTO main coil driver use this circuit to
achieve low noise performance while maintaining
fast lock acquisition for any frequency step greater
than about 5 MHz (see Fig. O).
The sampler used to down-convert the YTO output

An Improved 2-to-6,2-GH;z
YIG-Tuned Oscillator
to-noiseratiosof 85 dB in a 1-kHzbandwidth1OkHz fromthe
carrier.
YTOs are tested by a desktop-computercontrolled HP-IB
(IEEE488-1975) system.The systemstepsthe YTOin 100-MHz
steps,checksand finetunesfor lockwitha 100-MHzVCXO,and
proceedsto measurepower output, FM noise,harmonics,and
43 points
linearity(if desired),then plots the measurements.
between2 and 6.2 GHz are plottedin lessthantwo minutes,The
but providesallthe
systemnotonlycutstesttimesconsiderably,
data needed to determine device trends and performance
margins.

The2{o-6.2-GHzYIG-tuned
oscillatorusedin the 8671p/72A
is an improvedversionof the YIG{unedoscillatorused in the
microelectronic
86290ARF Plug-ln.tlt is a high-performance
costand highreliacomponentdesignedfor lowmanufacturing
bility,Achievingthese objectivesrequiredspecralattentionto
three differentareas: a circuit design emphastzinglow phase
noise,a mechanicaldesign that stressedhigh performanceat
low cost, and assemblyand test techntquesthat would reduce
the time requiredand still providethe necessaryperformance
verification.

Mechanical Design
To reduce cost and improve ease of assembly and repair,
packagedesignsweremodifiedwithemphasis
earlieroscillator
on looser part tolerances,precisionassemblyfixtures,adjustable or replaceableelements using threaded fasteners,and
O-ring seals for hermeticity.For example,the original2-to-6.2GHz YTO center body, or package, was assembled using a
seriesof brazingand solderingprocessesfor the circuitshelf,
the RF connectorbarrel,the glass{o-metalseals,and the RF
bypasscapacitors.The designwas changedto allowone-stage
assemblyof all except the RF connectorbarrel,using 218'C
solderand precisionlocatingfixtures.Parttolerancesare looser
and part costs and assemblytimes have been improved.The
connectorbarreland its matingholewerethreadedto ease later
assemblyand repair.The YIG sphere itselfand its support rod
are held in place by a mechanical clamp that allows easy
adjustmentof the sphereduringtestingand easy replacementif
necessary.The clamp,a small but complexdevice,provides
precisealignmentfor the YIG supportrod and thermallyinsulatesthe rod to allow heatingto a constanttemperature.The rod
heater,which is also part of the clamp structure,contactsthe
rod when the clamp is tightened.The screwsthat providethe
clampingforcealsohold downthe substratecarrierfor precise
positioningand good thermalcontactfrom circuitto heat sink.
One of the screwsalsofastensthe FM coil support.The clamp
parts are preciselymolded from a creep-resistant,glassJilled
plastic.
thermosetting
A f inalexampleof the newapproachis in sealingthe magnets
to the center body. Previously,epoxy was used to fasten and
seal these joints,and clamps were added for mechanicalreinforcement.The drawbackswere ttght diametertolerances(for
alignment),slow assembly,and difficultremovaland cleanup
when repairwas needed.The use of O-ringsin place of the
epoxy allows looserdiametertolerances,thanksto the centering actionof the rings.Assembly,removal,and replacement
of
is attained
Also,hermeticity
magnetsis now greatlysimplified.
more easilyand reliably.The O-ringwas chosenfor low perrange,and chemimeability,
flexibililty
overa widetemperature
cal compatibility.

Main
coil

1 0M H z
Fig. 1. Sysfemto measure 86714186724YTO phase noise.
The 10-MHz slgna/ ls down-converted to 100 kHz, passed
through a 16-dB carrier notch filter, and measured by a spectrum analyzer.
Circult Deslgn
The YTO design uses a YIG sphereand HP 35820 bipolar
transistorsin a thinJilmcircuiton a sapphiresubstrate.The
oscillatorstage uses inductivefeedback in the transistorbase
circuit.The YIG sphereservesas the high-Qtuningelementin
the emittercircuit.A two-stageamplifierprovidesbufferingand
the desired outDutoower.
Selectionand applicationof the YIG sphereare criticalto the
performanceof the oscillator.The spherehas a diameterof 0.66
mm, a saturationmagnetizationof 550 gauss,and a typical line
width of 0.8 oersted. To obtain good frequency stabilitythe
sphere is orientedto a 100 crystallographicaxis,mountedonto
a sapphire rod, rotated during assembly close to a zeroaxis, and maintainedat 85'C by a selftemperature-coefficient
contained heater.
To achieve low phase noise it is necessaryto present the
proper collectormatch across the band. RF currentsmust be
low enough not to excite noisesidebands in the resonatorand
high enoughso the noiseflooris far enoughbelowthe carrier
level.This was assuredby computermodelingthe oscillator
stageto determinethe optimummatchingimpedance.
Testing
Some of the phase-lockedloop circuitry of the 8671A/72A
was used in a systemto measurethe phase noiseof the YTO.A
blockdiagramof the systemis shownin Fig. 1. The oscillatoris
phase-lockedto a harmonicof an extremelyclean 100-MHz
crystaloscillator(VCXO)signalwith a 1O-MHzoffset,The loop
frequencyof 10 MHzhasthe
bandwidthis 1 kHz.Thedifference
VCXO'sphase noise characteristicsfor offsetsless than 1 kHz
fromthe carrier,and the YTO'scharacteristicsbeyondthat.This
10-MHzsignalis down-converted
to 100 kHz,passedthrougha
16-dBcarriernotchfilter,and displayedon an 8556ASpectrum
Analyzersystem.The system is capable of measuringcarrier-

Acknowledgment
noisemeasurement
systemwas originally
The phase-locked
developed by Larry Martin.
-G. Basawapatna
-J. Nidecker
Reference
'1 P,R. Hernday
2{o.
and C.J. Enlow,"A High-Performance
18-GHzSweeper,"HewletfPackardJournal,March1975.Also
containsa sectiondescribinghow YIG tuningworks.
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Q1,Q2:Vae(on)-600mV

Fo= 20.001-30.000
MHz

N1 = 20,001-30,000
a) SimpleDivide-By-NPhase-LockedLoop
8 kHz
Reterence
Y

dc
Amplifie.

Fig. 5. Speed-up circuit allows large YTO frequency
changes quickly, but low-pass filters the YTO tuning voltage
for smallerror signals(noise).Wnen lV,n-Volis smatt,e1 and
Q2 are off and the amplifier bandwidth is about 160Hz. When
lVir-Vol>3 mV, either Q1 or Q2 is on, R1 is bypassed,and
Cl charges rapidly. ThusV oreachesthe desired tevel quickly.
Then Q1 (or Q2) turnsoff and the bandwidth is aoain 160Hz.

160.008-240.000 20.001-30.000
MHz
MHz
8-kHz Steps

RF frequency range of 2 to 6.2 GHz
r Feedthrough of the high-level sampling signal
(177.5to 797.5 MHz) and its harmonics, which extend past 8 GHz, must be B0 dB below the RF
output signal level.
r Intermodulation products between the sampling
signal and the IF signal (20 to 30 MHz), and between the sampling signal and harmonics of the
YTO, must alsobe 80 dB below the samplerIF level.
Other considerationsin the YTO loop design were
that the phase detector,dc amplifier, integrators,and

Nl = 20,001-30.000
b) Increasing ReferenceFrequency (x8)
Loop BW Increases

80 kHz
Reference

1 kHz --10 MHz
---.10kHz
----100MHz
-100
-

Increases x10
S/N lmproves x10

ft!12 -lMHz

Max

Nl = 2000.1-3000.0

c) Adding Fractional Division
Loop S/N Increases

Fag.4. Evolutionof the low-frequency synthesizer loop. Two
refinements to the. basia divide-by-N loop improve lts phase
noiseperformance by more than 20 dB. lncreasing the reterencefrequency rncreasesthe loop bandwidth. Fractionaldivision decreases the value of N.

to the 20-to-30-MHzrange is a sophisticatedbalanced
harmonic mixer. Someof the requirementsplaced on
this component and its associateddriver and IF
amplifier are as follows:
r Mixer sampling efficiency and IF noise figure must
achieve a 110 dB/Hz signal-to-noiseratio over the

Flg.6. Typical switching characteristicsof the 86714186724
in band 1 (2-6,2 GHz). Each curve is a plot of frequency offset
versus time for a change of one unit in the frequency digit
shown.(Note:a changefromggg to 1000kHz is equivalenttoa
change in the 1-MHz digit.) Specification (band 1): <1 kHz
etror at 15 ms.For bands2 and 3, multiply offsetsby 2 and 3,
respectively.
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Dealing with Microphonic
Sidebands
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Fan vibrationcan be a pesty sourceof line relatedspurious
signals.Fig. 1 showsthe mrcrophonicsidebandsthatappeared
on the microwaveoutput of an early prototype86724 Synthesized Signal Generatorwhen it was operatedwith a high-slip
fan at a 50-Hz line frequency.The sidebandswere 30 Hz from
the carrierand 36 dB below it. They were caused by the vibrafrequencystandard.Fig.
tionalenergythatreachedthe 1O-MHz
2 shows these accelerations.

l

= SidebandLevelat 10 NrHz+ 56 dB.

Although this kind ol fan is not used in the 8672A, it demonstratesthe need for taking steps to preventfan-generated
spurioussignals.In general,the vibrationsa fan can coupleinto
an instrumentare not limitedto iust the slip frequency,such as
the 30-Hzrateillustratedin Fig. 1. Vibrationratesup to 1 kHz are
typicalfor fansoperatedfrom a 50-Hzor 60-Hzpowerline.Fig.3
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Fig. 1, Microphonic sidebands caused by a high-slip fan.
Horizontal scale: 10 Hzldiv. Vertical scale: 10 dBldiv. Carrier
frequency:6100 MHz.
Fig.3, Typical radial vibration components of a freely suspended 50160-Hzfan similar to those used in the 8672A.

Direct observationof the output of the frequency standard
would show sidebands92 dB belowthe 10-MHzcarrierlevel.
The correspondingsidebandlevelsin the microwaveoutputare
56 dB higher.Thisis becausethe 6.1-GHzmicrowaveoutputis
generatedby the YIG{uned oscillator,which is phase-locked
via the M/N loop to the l0-MHz standard, so in effect any
frequencydeviationon the standardis multipliedby the ratioof
the microwavefrequencyto 10 MHz,or by 610 in thisexample.
The followingequationapplies:

showsthe radialaccelerationcomponentsgeneratedby afan of
the type used in the 8672A, These fans are balanced and
individuallytestedto assurelow vibrationalaccelerationlevels.
Flexiblemounting is the usual technique for preventing
higher-frequencyfan vibrationsfrom reaching the instrument
chassis.Naturalrubberand neoprenemountsare readilyavailable for this purpose.However,there is a potentialproblem:the
fan and its
cide with the naturalfrequencyof the system,which is given by
\.fiN, where K is the effectivespring constantof the mounts
vibrationleveltransmitted
to
and M is thetanmass.Theresulting
the instrumentchassiscan be 15 to 20 dB greaterthan it would
be with a rigidlymountedfan. Care must be takento insurethat
improvedperformanceat frequenciesabove resonanceis not
gained at the expenseof degraded performanceat resonance.
In the 86724,the resonantfrequencyof the fan and its mounts
is 58 Hz in the radialdirectionand 116 Hz in the axialdirection.
Consequently,vibrationratesabove 116 Hz are effectivelydecoupled from the chassis.At the two resonantfrequencies,the
only subassemblyrequiringextra attentionis the 1O-MHzreferis
ence standard.This oscillator'smicrophonicsusceptibility
speciiied at less than 2 x 10-e HzlHzlg. lf a worst-case,faninduced chassis vibration of 0.06 g at 58 Hz were coupled
directlyto the oscillatorassembly,the resultingsidebandon a
6-GHz output would be 40 dB below the carrier,slightlylower
thanthe sidebandin Fig.1, and at 58 Hz. Usingflexiblemounts
for assemblyand selectingthe mounts so that resonanceoccurs below30 Hz. the potential-40 dB sidebandis loweredto
at least-60 dB,

I

a
F

t*la.
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U ru t'
I

|ti[rtT

Fig.2. The sidebandsrepresentthefan-inducedvibrationsof
the 1)-MHz reference oscillator assemblythat caused the
sidebands shown in Fig. 1.
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signed the harmonic mixing sampler,and Larry Nutting designed the N{/N VCO. Ron Trelle did the product design, including the thermal and vibrational
analysis of the instrument structure. Dave Wait provided production engineering support and design
help on the VCXO phase-lockedloop. Production introduction support was provided by feff Gould,
Richard Bauhaus, fim Gardner, Ken Kinser, Sam
Zuck, Don Meador, and Val Peterson.In addition to
those mentioned, many others contributed to the
team effort required to introduce this product. My
thanks to all of them. e

P r o v i d e dt h a t t h e s o u r c e i s s t a b l e e n o u g h , m e a s u n n g
vibration-inducedspurious signals on a microwavesource is
relativelyeasy now that low-frequencyspectrumanalyzerswith
1-HzlF bandwidthsare available(forexample,the HP 3580A).
The 8672A's long-termstability is 5 x 10 -19lday, so two of
these synthesizerscan be heterodynedtogetherto generatea
signalcontainingthe samevibrationsidebandsthat are present
on the microwaveoutput,but at a frequencywithinthe rangeof a
low{requency spectrum analyzet.
-Carl Enlow

FM coil driver should also have signal-to-noise ratios
and spurious responses consistent with the above
objectives, and that the instrument should be capable
of calibrated frequency modulation inside the phaselocked loop bandwidth without degrading the overall
phase noise or spurious responses. How the FM requirements are met is discussed in greater detail
in the article that follows.
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SignalGeneratorFeaturesfor a
MicrowaveSynthesizer
by Bradley C. Stribling
r|N HE STABILITY AND SPECTRALPURITY of syn.
I thesized frequencies are required for many applications. However, for a synthesizerto be truly useful as a laboratory instrument and for the broadest
scopeof applications,it needscertain signal generator features.Theseinclude precisionleveling,modulation, and convenienceof operation.Theseand other
capabilities are provided by the digital control unit
and RF output sectionof the 8672A SynthesizedSignal Generator.
TuningControls
The 86724 is primarily a source of precision
15

variable-frequency signals. Therefore, an easy-to-use
tuning control was considered a must. However,
since the 8672A consists of four phase-Iocked loops,
each requiring its own special code to generate the
proper frequency, and since it is a multiband instrument, thus requiring a division and roundoff algorithm, a certain amount of circuit sophistication is
required to achieve simple operation. The necessary
control functions are vested in the digital control unit
(DCU).
For frequency selection, a single rotary tuning control is used. While it retains the feel of a mechanically
tuned generator and permits tuning from 2.0 GHz to

they are affected by the roundoff algorithm in the
third band).
There is also a HoLDbutton that electrically disables
the tuning control to prevent inadvertent mistuning.
button provides a convenient startA 3.0-GHzPRESET
ing point for selecting new frequencies.
Since the frequency is digitally specified, some
meansof protecting it during accidentalloss of power
is required. The frequencyregister,a low-power MOS
latch, is protected by a small NiCad battery pack,
which is normally trickle-charged from the power
line. In the absenceof power, frequency memory can
be retained for about one vear.
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Flg. 1. Ihe 8672A SynthesizedSignalGenerator'ssinglerotary tuning control permits tuning from 2 to 18.6 GHz without
band switching, yet ptovides resolutionas flne as 1 kHz. The
tuning control is a rotary pulsegenerator. Theadaptive resolu'
tion circuit shown here adjuststhe control'stuning sensitivityto
Its speed of rotation, providing rapid tuning between widely
spaced frequencies and slower tuning when approaching the
desired frequency.
18.6 GHz in a single operation

without

range or band

switching, it easily affordsresolution as fine as 2 kHz.
This control is actually a rotary pulse generator,
sometimes called an incremental shaft encoder. Its
output pulses either increment or decrement a dedicated register in the DCU. The contents of this register are processedto generatethe proper programming
signals for the loops and the multiplier.
An adaptive resolution feature enhancesthe convenience of the tuning control. When tuning rapidly
between frequencies,the control produces 12Ofrequency steps per revolution. Approaching the desired frequency, when tuning is slower, the control
generates fewer frequency steps per revolution.
Fig. 1 shows the adaptive resolution circuit and its
function.
Tuning in fine-resolution steps across the entire
frequencyrangewould takea long time. To savetime,
the tuning resolution can be prescribedby one of four
pushbuttons. Special light bars underscorethe numerals of the digital frequency display to indicate
which digits will respond to the tuning action, either
directly or via carries. For example, with the finest
resolution selected,all numerals from 1 kHz on up
are underscored.With the coarsestresolution selected, only the 100-MHz digit and above are underscored,the lower ones being frozen (exceptthat

LevelControl
Accurate control of the output level is accomplished by three mechanisms.First, an internal
automatic level control (ALC) assuresoutput power
flatness and stability. Second, a continuous vernier
can vary the output over a 13-dB range, with the
effects monitored on a front-panel meter. Third, a
10-dBstep attenuatoradjuststhe final output, with its
settings displayed on a front-panel numeric readout,
Thesefeaturescombine to give accuratecontrol of the
output power level from -120 dBm to +3 dBm.
The ALC loop (seebox, page 17) determinesthe
inshument's output level stability and flatness with
frequency, and its vernier and AM capabilities. A
number of novel approachesare used. For example,
the vernier linearly controls the output level expressed in dBm. In most instruments, the vernier
varies the output voltage linearly, so setting a prescribed power level in dBm is very touchy at low
levels, and the meter scaleis very crowded there. The
8672A circumvents this by shaping the level detector's output to make it a logarithmic function of the
output voltage. This yields the desired control
characteristic.
In many applications it is desirable to level the
power delivered to the load, instead of just to the
output connector,to reduce the effectsof reflections
and cablelosses.This is doneby connectinga suitable
power sensor at the load, such as a coupler and a
crystal detector or power meter, and feeding the resulting sensevoltage back to the signal generatorto
accomplishlevel correction(seeFig. 2). To this end,
the 8672A provides for external ALC. The input circuitry of the ALC loop automatically adapts to accommodateeither polarity of crystal or power meter,
and can accept the bandwidths of all standard HP
power meters.The instrument can be calibratedfrom
the front panel so that an externally leveled setup
retains good metered output accuracy.
AmplitudeModulation
Most high-quality instruments that provide AM
16

A High-Performance Microwave
Power Leveling Loop
Accuratelycalibratedoutput power was one of the design
goals for the 86724. Anotherwas wideband linearAM capability. Bothof thesefeaturesdepend on the automaticlevelcontrol
(ALC)circuitryin the RFoutput module.A simplifieddiagramof
the 86724 ALC loop appears below.
A portionof the RFoutput is fed to the detectorby meansof a
broadband directionalcoupler. The dc output of the detector'
pointA in the diagram,is heldconstantto a valuedeterminedby
the reterenceand AM inputs.This rsaccomplishedby feedback
action via the PIN modulatorto compensatefor variationsin
oscillatoroutput,amplifiergain, YTMconverslonefficiency,and
variousmismatches.Withthe detectoroutputheld constant,the
output levelaccuracydepends on the RFflatnessof the detector, the coupler, the attenuator,and the connectinghardware
followingthe coupler.Detectortemperaturecoefficientis a serious problem and is compensatedin the ALC circuitry.
The leveledoutput is affectedby harmoniccontentbecause
the detectorresoondsto harmonicsas well as the fundamental.
The YTM attenuatesharmonicsto at least -30 dBc, so their
effectis negligible.
Onlya smallamountof RFpoweris coupledto the detector,so
the detectoroperatesin its square-lawregion.Thusthe voltage
at pointA is not a linearf unctiono1eitherthe RFvoltageor the RF
powerexpressedin dB. The detectorlogarithmicamplifierconverts the detector'soutput to a voltageat point B that is linear
with RFoutputexpressedin dB, Thusthe loop'sreferenceinput,
which comesfrom a digitalto-analogconverter,can be linearin
dB, simplifyingthe digitalcontrolof outputpower.
The externallevelinginputgoes to an absolutevalueconverte r ( g a i n : + 1 , d e p e n d i n go n i n p u t p o l a r i t y )t,h e n t o a
PIN
2-6.2 GHz
Oscillator Modulator

logarithmicamplifier.Therefore,any square-law detector or
linear power meter can be used for external levelingwithout
affectingthe accuracy of the front-panellevel indicators.
The AM input is also logarithmicallyshaped and fed to the
loop summingpoint (C) with appropriategain. This permits
of RFoutputleveland modlinear,calibratedAM, independent
ulationdepth.
Constant Gain for Wideband AM
To maintaina high AM bandwidthtt is necessaryto hold the
ALC loop gain fairlyconstant.Thereare severalsourcesof gatn
variation.PIN modulatorgain is proportionalto oscillatoroutput
voltageas well as being a strongnonlinearlunctionof the drive
The
current.The poweramplifieris drivenclose to saturation.
bands,and thedetector
on themultiplying
YTMis verynonlinear
has a square-lawcharacteristic.
Variationscausedby the detectorare correctedby the detecamplifier.lts outputis a constant6 mV/dBindetor logarithmic
pendentof RF output level.This amplifieroperatesover an
80-dB range of input voltageswhile maintaininga minimum
bandwidthof 1 MHz. lts temperaturecoefftcientis less than 2
pVl'C and its biascurrentis lessthan10 nA.The amplifieritself
productof 500 MHz.
is a discretedesignwitha galn-bandwidth
is of the form
The PIN modulatortransfercharacteristic

rP .'l
l o- sLlr #r nl :-t < - n l o g ( l + l o )
where I is the modulatordrive current.lf lo is removed,the
graph of this functionis a straightline on log-logpaper.The
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Fig. 1. Sinplified diagram of the 8672A ALC loop.
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slope,n, changesslightlywithfrequency.Withthe amplifierand
YTM included,the line is not so straight,because n also
changes with power level,The use of self-biasingon the step
recoverydiode in the YTM reduces variationsin n to less than
2:1overanyone band.Changingthe harmonicbandof theyTM
changesn considerablymore.
lf the PIN modulatoris drivenfrom an exponentialcurrent
source
;=;,"v0/vo.
then the modulatortransferfunction becomes

l o- qt rl isn c ' : r '' - n h V o '
Thus the modulationcharacteristiccan be expressed as N
dB/mV,relativelyconstantover powerand frequencvwithinone
band. Band switchingsimplyresultsin a gain change,easily
handledby switchinggainselsewhere.The gain from pointD to
pointB is the productof the modulatorcharacteristic,N, dB/mV,
and the detectorlogarithmicamplifiercharacteristic,N, mV/dB,
or NtNr, a dimensionless
constant.Thisallowsa minimumAM
bandwidthof 500 kHz on the fundamentalband and about 3OO
kHzon themultiplying
bands,withno gainadjustments
required
for varyingoperatingconditions,
Temperature Compensatlon
Thedetectorusesa low-barrierSchottkydiode,Comparedto

capability accomplish the modulation by impressing
the AM signal on the ALC loop reference. This has the
effect of raising and lowering the output level in response to the input signal, thereby achieving
amplitude modulation. This is also done in the
8672A, except that the modulating signal is preshaped before being impressed on the reference.

Crystal
Detector

Fig,2 86724 RF output power is internallyleveled. An external ALC input makes lt possib/e to level the powet actually
deliveredto the load. A coupler and a power meter or detector
serve as the power sensor al the load.

older point-contacttypes, it has improvedresistanceto physical shock and lowervideo resistance(given by kT/q1.,where l,
is the diode saturationcurrent). Lower video resistanceimprovesthe detectorbandwidth,but has a detrimentaleffect on
temperaturecoefficient.The diode junctionsees only a portion
of the open-circuitRF voltage because of a voltage divider
consistingof the RF source resistance,some resistorson the
detector'ssubstrate,and the diode video resistance,
Since l.
doubles every20'C, the divisionfactorchanges with temperature. The resultingtemperaturecoefficientis a functionof both
temperatureand power level,and variesfrom 0.03 dB/.C to 0.2
dBfc.
The resistanceof a thermistoris an exponentialfunctionof
temperature,
as is 1",A properlyspecifiedthermistor
in a voltage
dividernetworkwill matchthe coeificientofthe detector,leaving
a small residualdrift that is a functionof power level but linear
with temperature.Referred to the output of the detector
logarithmic
amplifier,
this appearsas gain vanationwitha temperaturedependenceof +1100 ppm/'C.A logarithmic
amplifier
with its offset drift cancelled exhibits a gain drift of +3300
ppm/'C, and this adds to the residualdetector drift.
The referencevoltagefeeding the summing point (C) is derived from a network with a TC of +4400 ppm/"C, thereby
matchingthe driftof the detectorand logarithmic
amplifier.
The
overalltemperaturedependence,allowingfor componenttolerances,is typicallywithin+0.015 dB/'C for outputpowerup to
+5 dBm and circuittemperature
from 10'C to 70.C.
-Stephen Sparks

There are two reasonsfor this. First, as in all signal
generators,the output level detectorhas certain nonlinearities, which falsely represent the power level
and distort the AM. Second,sincethe 8672Alevel is
controlled linearly in dBm, the detectorcharacteristic
is pre-shapedas describedearlier, so the output level
fluctuates exponentially in responseto variations on
the reference. Pre-shaping the AM signal in the
8672A not only achieves low-distortion linear AM,
but also constantAM percentageasthe output level is
changed.
The 86724 provides two rangesfor AM operation,
100% per peak volt and 30% per peak volt. The front
panel meter monitors the amount of modulation.
Achieving wideband AM in a signal generatorrequires maintaining the ALC loop gain as constant as
possible. This is a demanding task when there are
devices in the loop with nonlinear dynamic characteristics. In the 8672A, the YTM characteristic is
made more linear by self-biasing.The PIN modulator
in the loop is driven from an exponential current
source,and the resulting composite characteristicis
precisely what is needed to account for the
logarithmic characteristicof the shaped detector.
Fig. 3 shows the AM frequency response of the
86721^.
FrequencyModulation
A common annoyancewhen frequencymodulating
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amplitude
many signal generatorsis their inherent frequency
drift in the FM mode. Synthesizerscan get around
this problem by modulating while phase-locked.But
this approach also has its drawbacks. Frequency
modulation at rates well above the phase-Iocked
loop's bandwidth is no problem. But if the modulation frequency is less than the loop's bandwidth, the
loop wiII act to eliminate the perturbation, which is
precisely the loop's purpose. Since in most synthesizersthe loop bandwidths are intentionally wide, the
useful FM range is substantially impaired.
The 86724 circumvents this problem with some
innovative design.For lowfrequencies,the FM signal
is integrated, inverted, and then summed with the
phase-detector'soutput. The result is cancellation of
the loop error voltage generatedby the desired FM,
thereby allowing low-rate FM inside the phaseIocked loop bandwidth.
Operationof the 8672A'sFM systemis describedin
the box on page 20. Fig. 4 shows the 8672A's FM
frequency response.
RemoteOperation
To be truly versatile in today's technology, an instrument must be easily interfaced for remote programming in computer-based automatic measurement systemsor easily-configureddesktop-computer
controlled test setups. Remote programming also
easesdiagnosis and testing of the instrument itself.
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The 86724 is equipped with the HP interface bus
(IEEE-488).It canbe interfacedquickly with a desktop
computer or other controller, along with diSital
power meters,countets, DVMs, and so on, to implement a flexible and sophisticatedtest system.
Programmingthe 867z{is designedto be assimple
as possible. Each internal function (such as a frequency digit, the output attenuation, or the modulation function) has its own internal address.Theseare
generally the letters A through P. Programming is
accomplishedby the controller's transmitting the address followed by the desired value (a BCD or
hexadecimal digit). Where a large number of addressesare to be programmed,for example,in setting
all digits of the output frequency,the 8672A automatically sequencesthrough the addressesuntil told to
stop by a specific addresscode.
The 86724 can also output certain information
onto the bus. This information is mainly status or
fault data, For example,the instrument may be interrogated as to whether it is out of lock, unleveled, or
programmed out of range. This can be important to a
test system that must wait until a certain condition
(such as phase-lock) exists before making its measurement.It can also avoid misleading data should a
failure occur.Five fault conditions areincluded in the
statusbyte (Fig. 5). If one or more of theseoccurs,a
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Flg.4. 8672AFM flatnessrelative to 100kHz. Both the 8671A
and the 8672A can be frequency modulated at ratesup to 10
MHz with peak deviations as hlgh as 10 MHz, depending on
the FM rate.
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Fig. 5. HP interface bus (IEEE
488) programmability makes it
easy to configure systems. Ihe
86724 can place various status
indicators on the inbrtace bus. lf
any fault condition occurs a service tequest is automatically
generated.

A Calibrated 5o-Hz-to-10-MHz
FM Svstem
FM in the 8672Ais appliedto the FM coilof the YTOwhileit is
phase-locked.At the FM input one volt peak gives maximum
deviationon each of the six FM ranges,whichare 10, 3, 1, 0,3,
0.1, and 0.03 MHz per volt peak,Deviationvarieslinearlywith
the modulationinput betweenzero and one volt peak.
Fig. 1 is a block diagramof the FM systemand YTO phaselocked loop. The noise performanceof the synthesizeris preservedwhilefrequencymodulatingby maintainingthe YTOloop
bandwidthat 20 kHz.Whenmodulationis appliedto the YTOFM
coil at frequencies lower than 20 kHz, it is reduced by the
feedbackactionof the loop.To preventthisreductionof modulation,a signalequal in magnitudeto the errorsignalfrom the
phase detector is used to cancel the phase detectorerror signal.Thistechniqueresultsin essentiallyflat FM responseabove
and below the YTO loop bandwidth.
The error voltage,Vu,from the phase detectoris proportional
to the phasedifterenceof itstvvoinputs,that is,V" : Ke{, where
0 is the phase of the YTO with respectto the referencesignal
and KDis the phase detectorgain.The phaseof the YTOsignal
with FM is:

,
6=J[r"+o,o(t)]dt
whereor"is the carrierfrequencyand or6(t)is the lnstantaneous
deviation,
usuallyexpressedas Asinomtfor sinusoidal
modulation. The deviation is proportionalto the modulatingvoltage,
Vev(t):
ro6(t): Kpy Vey(t),
The errorvoltagefrom the phasedetectoris then:
fff

Vu: KoJ [or" + KpyVpy(t)]dt = KDJ ar"dt+ KeKpyJVFr/(t)dt.
The firstterm is the errorvoltagethat keepsthe loop lockedand
thesecondtermis theerrorvoltagecausedby theappliedFM,lf
a voltageproportionalto the integralof the applied FM signalis
used to cancel the phase detectorerror voltage produced by
theFM,the loopis transparent
to FM.Inthe86724,the FM signal
Band
FM
Attenuator Amplitiel

30-dB
Range
Attenuator

is integrated,inverted,and summedintothe YTO loopjust after
the phase detector,
The band attenuatorat the FM input divides the modulation
signalamplitudeby a factorot 1,2, or 3 to compensatetor the
deviationmultiplicationthat occurs in the YTM, so deviationis
independent
of the YTMmultiplication
number.Forexample,in
the 6.2-to-12.4-GHz
frequencyband, the YTM multipliesits
input trequency by two. Deviationis multiplied by the same
factor,so the modulationamplitudeis divided by two to maintain
constant deviation independentof microwave outout frequency.
The FM amplifierhas adjustablegain for calibratingthe system. lt also orovidesisolationbetweenthe band attenuatorat its
inputand the rangeattenuatorat itsoutput.Bothattenuatorsare
resistivedividersswitched by CMOS analog switches.
The FM rangeattenuatorallowscalibratedand meteredFM at
sensitivitiesthat normallywould not show up on the meter.This
attenuatoris divided intothreemainparts.Thefirst part,located
afterthe FM amplifier,has 0, 10,20, or 30 dB of attenuation.
The
second part consistsof 40 dB of switchableattenuationlocated
at one input to the FM coil driver.The third part providesa
switchable40-dB galn reductionat the output of the FM integrator.Locatingthe 40-dB pad at the outputinsteadof the input
of the FM integratorimprovesthe signal-to-noise
ratio in the 0.1
and 0.03-MHzranges.
FM frequency responseof the 86724 is 50 Hz to 10 MHz.
Frequencyresponseinsidethe YTO loop bandwidthdepends
on how well the FM integratorperformsand how well the phase
detector error signal resultingfrom FM is cancelled.Actually,
the FM integratorperformanceis importantto severaloctaves
beyondthe loop bandwidth,becausethe errorsignalis significant untilthe loop gain has droppedto well belowunity.Frequency responsein the rangeof .10kHz to 10 MHz is further
affectedby a gradual loss of FM coil sensitivitythat amountsto
about 6 dB over the three-decaderange.This loss is compensated by a frequencyshaping networkin the FM driver.
The FM coil and its feedthroughcapacitor are resonantat
approximately
14 MHz.To maintainconstantcoil currentas the
FMfrequencyapproachesthe resonanceof the coil,the coil and

40-dB
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40-dB
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Attenuator
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-I Vrm(t) Integratot
-

SynthesizedFrequency
Modulated Output

From M/N Loop

Fig. 1, Block diagram of 8671A1
8672A FM system and YTO loop.

I FM coil
Current
*

Feedthrough Capacitor
Plus Cable and Circuit
Capacitance

Flg,2. To maintain constantFM coil current to the YTOas the
FM rate approacfles the coil resonance(14 MHz), the coil and
its feedthrough capacitor are incorpuated into a /ow-pass
filter.
its feedthroughcapacitorare incorporatedinto a low-passfilter
designedto be terminatedby a shortcircuit(see Fig. 2). Since
the FM coil is the last inductancebelorethe shortcircuit,the coil
current is the same as the output current and is maintained
constantas frequencyincreases.The filter cutoff lrequency is
f requency,helponlyslightlyhigherthanthe highestmodulating
ing to reduce harmonicdistortionat high modulationrates.
FM frequency responsevariationis typicallyless than 1 dB
from 100 Hz to 3 MHz and lessthan 2 dB at 10 MHz. Becauseof
the high sensitivity(10 MHz per volt on the most sensitive
range),extremelysmallline relatedsignalsor noiseat the input
of the FM systemresultin noticeablesidebandson the output.
Forexample,only60 nanovoltsof stray60-Hzsignalat the input
willresultin 60-Hzsidebands40 dB belowthe carrier.Because
of the inevitableground loopsthat occur as a resultof connecting the 8672A to FM sources, the lowJrequencycutoff is
specifiedas 1 kHzforFMdeviationrangesgreaterthan0.1 MHz
per volt. Responseextends down to 50 Hz for FM deviation
ranges 0.1 MHz per volt and below.
The frequencymodulatedsignalfromthe YTOappearsat the

service request is generated.
The status indicatbrs can also be used to speed up
operation in an automatic test system. For example,
the 8672A's specified switching time between any
two frequenciesis 15 ms, but it often switches faster
than this. The system controller can interrogate the
8672A to determine when switching is complete, instead of having to wait the full 15 ms between frequency steps.
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inputto the phase detector.Thereforethe instantaneousphase
excursionsmust not exceed the range over which the phase
detectorcan operate.The phasedetectorused in the YTO loop
has a rangeof +2z radiansand thereforelimitsthe modulation
index at the phase detectorinputto 2zr.A divide-by-twocircuit
ahead of the phase detector increasesthe maximummodulation indexof the YTOto 4a. lJthis modulationindexis exceeded,
the phase detector output becomes unsymmetricaland the
resultingdc offsetcauses the loop to false-lockat a frequency
offsetthat is an integralmultipleof the FM rate. For the loop to
recoverreliably,the modulationindex must be reduced to approximatelyhalf the maximumtheoreticalvalue.Therefore,the
maxrmummodulationindex allowedis halflhe availablerange
of the phase detector.This assuresthat transientsin the FM
signalor transientsdue to frequencychangesof the synthesizer
do not cause false locking
FM deviation metering is accomplishedwith a broadband
peak detectorthat monitorsthe input voltageand outputsa dc
levelproportionalto the inputvoltage.Thisdc voltageis usedto
drivethe f ront-panelmeterand the overmodulation
comparator.
Overmodulationin the 86724 can occur if the maximumdeviationexceeds 10 MHz or if the modulationindexexceedsthe
specitied value of 5 (which allows some margin below the
theoreticalvalue of 2z').The maximummodulationindex at the
outputof the instrumentincreaseson bands 2 and 3 becauseof
the multiplicationof the YTM.Two separatedetectorsare used
to indicateovermodulation.The first detector is a comparator
that monitorsthe dc levelin the meteringcircuitand is actuated
wheneverthe input signalexceeds one volt peak. The second
detectormonitorsthe phase excursionsin the YTO loop and is
actuatedwhenevera modulationindex of approximately2z is
reached. Both detector outputs are combined to indicate
whetheran overmodulationconditionexists.
-Robert Dildine
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PersonalCalculatorAlgorithmslll:
lnverseTrigonometricFunctions
A detaileddescriptionof the algorithmsused in
Hewlett-Packard
hand-heldcalculatorsto compute
arc sine,arc cosine,and arc tangent.
by WilliamE. Egbert
all Hp personal
El EGINNINGWITH THE HP-35,1'2
I-f calculators have used essentially the same algorithms for computing complex mathematicalfunctions in their BCD (binary-coded decimal) microprocessors.While improvements have been made in
newer calculators,3the changeshave affectedprimarily
special casesand not the fundamental algorithms.
This article is the third of a series that examines
these algorithms and their implementation. Each
article presentsin detail the methods used to implement a common mathematical function. For simplicity, rigorous proofs are not given, and special
cases other than those of particular interest are
omitted.
Although tailored for efficiency within the environment of a special-purposeBCD microprocessor,the
basic mathematical equations and the techniques
used to transform and implement them are applicable
to a wide range of computing problems and devices.
InverseTrigonometricFunctions
This article will discuss the method of generating
sin-l, cos-l, and tan-1. An understanding of the
trigonometric function algorithm is assumed. This
was covered in the second article of this series and
the detaileddiscussionwill not be repeatedhere.a
To minimize program length, the function tan-1A
is always computed, regardless of the inverse trigonometric function required. If sin-lA is desired,
N\R
is computed first, since
s i n - 1A : t a n - l - I
t/ t-Az

assumedto be positiveand the sign of the input argument becomesthe sign of the answer. All angles are
calculated in radians and converted to degrees or
grads if necessary.
GeneralAlgorithm
A vector rotation processsimilar to that used in the
trigonometricroutine is used in the inverseprocess
aswell. A vectorexpressedin its X and Y components
can easily be rotated through certain specific angles
using nothing more than shifts and adds of simple
integers. In the algorithm for tan-1lAl, the input
argumentis lA l , or l tan 91, where B ii the unknown.
Lettingtan d : Y1Xr, lAl canbe expressed
as lAllr,
where Yt : lAl and Xr : 1. A vector rotation process(seeFig. 1) is then usedto rotatethe vectorclockwise through a seriesof successivelysmaller angles
01,counting the number of rotations for each angle,
until the Y, component approaches zero. If q1
denotesthe number of rotations for 01then
l 0 l : q " * q r 0 r + . . . + q i 0 i+ . , .
This processis described in detail below.
VectorRotation
To initialize the algorithm, A and 1 are stored in
fixed-point format in registers corresponding to Y,

.

For cos-lA, sin-1 A is computed as aboveand then
cos-l A is calculatedusing
c o s - lA : r r l 2 - s i n - l A .
Cos-1 is found in the range 0<g<z and sin-1 and
tan-1 are computed for the range -zrl2<d<z/2. The
tan-1 routine solves only for angles between 0
and nl2, since -tan A : tan (-A). Thus A may be

Fig.'1, Vectortotation
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and Xl. This is done in such a way as to preserve as
many digits of A as possible when the exponent of A
differs from zero.
At this point the sign of A is saved and Yt : lA | ,
Now comes the vector rotation (see Fig. 1). If the vector R is rotated in a clockwise direction, Y, becomes
smaller and smaller until it passeszero and becomes
negative. As soon as Y, becomes negative, we know
that we have rotated R just past the desired angle 0.
Thus to find 0, R is simply rotated clockwise until
Y, becomes negative. The amount of rotation is remembered and is equal to the desired angle 0 :
tan-1 lA | . To rotate R, the following formula is used.

x2
K t + Y t t a no z : x z '
cosd"
(11
Y2 Y1
cos0,

X, tan oz : Yz'

This equation is the same as equation t of the
article on trigonometric functions,a except that the
plus and minus signs are exchangedbecauseR is
rotatedin the oppositedirection.As before,tan d, is
chosensuch that the implementationrequiresa simple
shift and add (tan 0, : 1g-i1.To find g. R is initially
rotatedwith tan 0z : 1 (02: 45").Yr' soon becomes
negative and the number of successful rotations is
stored asthe first digit of what is known as the pseudoquotient. Yr' is then restoredto the last value it had
beforebecomingnegativeand R is rotatedagain,this
time through a smaller angle, i.e., tan 0z : o.1,
(02- 5.7").This processis repeatedwith the angle of
rotation becoming smaller and smaller until five
pseudo-quotientdigits have been generated.
At the end of each series of rotations, Y, is multiplied by 10 to preserveaccuracy.
Pseudo-Multiplication
It is now time to shift gearsand add up all the small
angles representedby the pseudo-quotientdigits.
There remains a residual angle ,r, representedby the
final X2' and Yr'. Since the residual angle is small,
we would like to say Y2' = sin r : r. Howevet,
this is true only if Xr' = 1. Unfortunately,X2'in this
case is the product of all the 1/cos d terms resulting from several applications of equation 1, However, Yr' is this same product times Y2. Thus
Yz'lx2' : Yzl7.Therefore,the final Yr' is divided by
the final Xr' and the result is sin r, which for small
angles in radians is approximately equal to r, the
residual angle.
With the residualangleasthe first partial sum, 0 is
generated by adding the angles representedby the
digits of the pseudo-quotient.This is exactly the reverseof the pseudo-divisionoperationin the trigono-

metric routine. Thus:
0 : eo tan-1 (1) + q1 tan-1 (0.1)
* q 2 t a n - 1 ( 0 . 0 1 )+ . . . + ,

Q)

Each coefficient ql refers to the count in a particular
pseudo-quotient digit.
The result of this summation process, also called
pseudo-multiplication, is an angle 0 that is equal to
tan-1 lA | , where ln I is tfre input argument to the tan-l
routine. At this point the original sign of A is appended
to L For tan-1 this angle is normalized, converted
to degrees or grads if necessary, and displayed. Recall that for sin-l, NVT-7E was first generated.
Thus for sin-1, the result of the tan-1 routine is again
simply normalized, converted to degrees or grads if
necessary,and displayed. For cos-1, the tan-1 routine
returns sin-l. Cos-1 is then simply found as
ifl2-sir'-lA.
Summary
In summary, the computation of inverse trigonometric functions proceeds as follows:
1. Calculate N\/ 1-A2 if the desired function is
sin-1 A or cos-1A.
2. Place lAl and 1 in fixed-point format into appropriate registers, while preserving the sign
of A.
3. Repeatedly rotate the vector with A:Y and 1:X
clockwise using equation 1 until Y approaches
zero. The number of rotations and the amount
of each rotation is stored as a pseudo-quotient
along the way.
4. Using the pseudo-multiplication process of
equation 2, sum all of the angles used in the ro-

tationto form ldl.
5. Appendthe propersignto the answerandcal-

culate cos-1 A : rrl2 -sin- 1 A if required.
6. Convert to the selected angle mode, and round
and display the answer.
The calculator is now ready for another operation.E
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Viewpoints
Tom Hornak on Fiber-Optic Communications
Much is being said in the technical pressthesedays aboutfiberoptic communications. By now, it would seem, all electronics
engineersare aware of the great advantagesthat optical fibers have
over coaxial cable as a transmissionmedium, namely, a drastic
reduction in weight and size for a given bandwidth, electrical
isolation,immunity to electromagneticinterference,and a capability for securetransmission of information. So, in view of the explosive growth of communications-beginning with essentially manto-manmessagesand now encompassingtransmissionof complex
information, computation, instrumentation, and control data-the
questionarises:why arefiber-optic links not in high-volume use?
Before addressingthat question, a brief review of the present
state of fiber-optic technology is in order. The concept of communicating via a light beamin air has beenknown for many years,
but range,dependability,and generalusefulnesswere limited by
atmospheric absorption of light and the need for line-of-sight
transmissionpaths.A way around theselimitations was developed
over 20 years ago by N.S. Kapany at the Imperial College of the
University of London, who proposed the use of glass fibers as
optical waveguidesfor conducting light waves around corners.A
few yearslater,scientistsat the StandardTelecommunicationLabs
in Englanddeterminedthe theoreticallimits of attenuationin glass
fibers to be in the neighborhoodof only 1 dB/km, much lower than
that availablein glassfibers at the time. However, it was not until
1970,when the Corning GlassWorks developeda low-loss glass
fiber with an attenuation of 20 dB/km, that large-scaledevelopments in fiber-optic communication systemsgot under way.
Another necessaryingredient for a practical fiber-optic communicationssystemis a highly concentratedbut convenient-to-use
light source.During the 1960s,developmentsin solid-statelight
sourcesby such companiesas GeneralElectric, IBM, BeII Telephone Labs, Hewlett-Packardand Monsanto-coupled with the
availability of solid-stateoptical detectors-conhibuted towards
the realization of practical optical communication systems.presently, fiber-optic communication links are being tested by the
military and the telecommunicationscompaniesfor the purposeof
exposingall componentsof the systemto a real-life environment,
and to gather operational experience.Western Electric's Atlanta
and Chicagoexperiments,GTE'slink in California,used in regular
telephoneservice,and other installationshere and abroadinvolve
multi-kilometre links using repeaterswith transmissionratesup to
more than 100 Mb/s.(Presentsystemstransmit information in digital form to permit noise-freeregenerationat eachrepeater.Analog
transmission,as in multichannel CATV, is used only where wide
analog signal bandwidths preclude digitization by inexpensive
means.)
Flber-Optlc Baslcs
An optical fiber is basically a cylindrical waveguide made of a
transparentmaterial,glassor plastic,with a diameterranging from
50 to 400 1,r.m.
It is madein such a way that the index of refraction,is
maximum at the cylinder axis (about 1.5) and minimum at the
circumference(about 1/o less).Becauseof the higher velocity of
propagationwhere the index of refractionis lower, Iight wavesthat
are not exactly parallel to the fiber's centerline are bent back towards the center as they approach the circumference of the
waveguide and thus follow undulating paths along the fiber. A
fiber's maximum acceptanceangle for light waves increaseswith
greatervariation in the refractiveindex, measuredalong the radius
of the fiber, and rangesup to 20'for fibers with a step changein

refractive index.
Attenuation minima exist in glass fibers at light wavelengths
around 820 and 1060nm. The 820-nmwavelengthis quite compatible with existing light sourcesand detectors.plastic fibers, suitable for Iow-cost,shortJink applications,have a minimum attenuation of approximately 350 dB/km at a wavelength around 655 nm.
With contributions from many companies worldwide, a steady
improvement in fiber "transparency" is taking place with fibers
made of high-purity silica, using processescomparableto those of
the semiconductorindustry, achieving attenuationsapproaching
theoretical limits.
The bandwidth capability of an optical waveguide is one of its
most striking characteristics. With the "carrier" frequency of a
light sourcebeing greaterthan 3 x 101aHz, attenuationis independent of modulation frequencies up to many GHz. By contrast,
attenuation in coaxial cables,typically 6 dB/km at 10 MHz, incteases with the square root of frequency, requiring the use of
complex equalization networks for wideband transmissions.
The principal bandwidth limitation in commonly used fibers
results from the fact that all light rays captured by a fiber at its input
do not experience the same delay in traveling to the output. Consequently,a zero-rise-timechangein light intensity at the input has
a finite rise time at the output. This is known as pulse dispersion
and results from two phenomena.
The first, called modal dispersion, occurs becauserays of differing angles of entry within the acceptance angle propagate over
different path lengths to the output. Modal dispersion, being the
largest for a fiber with a step-index profile, increases with acceptance angle, which in turn is determined by the variation in refractive indexes.Modal dispersioncan be minimized by use of graded
index profile fibers, first introduced by Nippon Electric in lapan.
Here, the increase of path length with a ray's increasing angle of
entry is compensatedby the higher averagepropagation velocity as
the ray's path extends into areas that have increasingly lower
refractive index.
The secondphenomenon,called material dispersion,is caused
by the variation of refractive index as a function of wavelength,
which affects propagation velocity. Material dispersion is thus
proportional to source line width, which is typically 35 nm for
LEDs and 2 nm for solid-statelasers.
Some examples will illustrate the effects of these dispersion
mechanisms.Modal dispersion in a step-index fiber is about 35
ns/km, limiting the bit rate of a 1-km link to about 25 Mb/s, and it
exceedsmaterial dispersionusing either LED or lasersources.In a
silica fiber material dispersion with an LED sourceis larger than
modal dispersion with a graded-index profile, and is about 3.5
ns/km.It would limit bit rateto about2 S0Mb/sin a 1-km link. With
a lasersource,however,materialdispersionin the samefiber drops
to 0.2 ns/km so bit rate is then limited by modal dispersionto about
1 Gb/s in a 1-km link. In a single-mode fiber (one in which the
diameter of the higher-index core is comparableto the source's
wavelength) bandwidth is limited by material dispersion, even
with a lasersource.For a 1-km link, maximum bit rate would be 5
Gb/sor, in view of the presentpracticallimits on lasermodulation,
1 Gb/son a S-km link. However, the active core of a single-mode
fiber is only a few micrometres in diameter and the resulting
difficulty in splicing and connectoring is a practical obstacleto
widespread use of these fibers.
Convenlent Slze
The size and weight of a fiber-optic cable leads to an important
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fabricated by liquid-phase epitaxy, is the preferred source for
high-performance links where the emphasis is on distance and/or
bandwidth. When the drive current is above a certain threshold
value, light generation in a laser is the result of stimulated rather
than spontaneous (LEDJike) emission. In this region, a typical
solid-state laser generates about 5 mW of output power (per face)
with a differential quantum efficiency of 30% and a response time
of less than 1 ns. Bandwidth is limited more by the driving circuits
than by the laser itself.

contribution of this technology to communications: the ease of
installation and the savings in duct space. The inherent mechanical strength of thin glass fibers is surprisingly high. Any initial
weakness is caused by surface scratches and other flaws along the
fiber. Work is being done to better understand the long-term behavior of these imperfections and how the environment affects
them. Clean-room techniques and coating the fiber with a protective plastic during the pulling operation lead to mechanical
strengths greater than 0.7 GN/m2, equivalent to the stress on a fiber
100prm in diameter when suspending a 0.5-kg weight. Fibers are
usually combined with additional strength members into cables
that can withstand the tensions encountered during installation in
ducts. The diameter of a fully protected cable is still very small,
however, being on the order of 2.5 mm. This is a significant reduction in size and weight compared to a coaxial cable of equivalent
bandwidth and attenuation.
It is possible, of course, to combine several fibers into a common
protective cable assembly. This was done in the early days of
fiber-optic communications
to increase the waveguide crosssection so the coupling problem would not be so severe, and also to
avoid complete Ioss of communication in case a single fiber breaks.
Because of progress in fiber reliability and coupling technology,
this approach is now used mainly for high-risk, short-link applications only. On the other hand, each fiber could be dedicated to a
separate communication channel. This is possible because of the
almost total absence of cross-coupling between adjacent fibers.

The solid-state laser emits light in a cone with half angles varying from IO' lo 22" from an emitting area of micrometre size,
considerably smaller than the typical fiber cross-section. Coupling
efficiency, about 50%, is superior to that of a LED.
On the other hand, the threshold current of a solid-state laser is
susceptible to ambient temperature and varies from device to device. To avoid destruction of the laser while maintaining stimulated emission, the drive circuit must include an optical feedback
arangement for controlling the laser current. This, added to the
higher cost of the laser itself, limits the use of solid-state lasers to
high-performance
systems where cost is a secondary consideration.
At the Far End
The maximum length of a fiber-optic link is determined by
source power, fiber attenuation, and the minimum power required
by the receiver, which is a function of receiver noise only because
of the fiber's immunity to external interference.
Two types of detectors are in common use. One is a simple PIN
diode in which photons generate electrical carriers with quantum
efficiencies of typically 80%. The subnanosecond response time
and the low bias requirements make the PIN diode easy to use. The
main source of noise is usually the post-detector amplifier.
The other detector is an avalanche photodiode. The avalanche
process amplifies the photon-induced current about 100 times but
also generates noise, so overall improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio is about tenfold. The disadvantage of the avalanche diode is
the high optimum bias, about 100 V, and its temperature dependence.
For illustration, let us consider a high-grade fiber-optic link
operating at 50 Mb/s with a bit-error rate of 10-e, which is equivalent to a peak-to-peak-signal-to-rms-noise
ratio of 72:7. The required signal power would be about -44 dBm (a0 nW) for a PINdiode receiver and one-tenth of that for an avalanche-diode receiver. Assuming a laser with 5 mW (7 dBm) output power and solq
(-3 dB) coupling efficiency, the loss in the cable could be +8 dB for
the PIN-diode receiver. Allowing -3 dB for splices, this represents
a respectable 9-km repeater spacing with a S-dB/km cable. With an
avalanche diode receiver, repeater spacing could be 11 km. Pulse
dispersion is not a limiting factor if the cable is a silica fiber with a
material dispersion of 0.2 ns/km (because of the laser) and with a
graded-index profile that gives a modal dispersion of 1 ns/km.

Zero Electrical Conductivity
The dielectric nature of the fiber contributes many advantages.
An optical-fiber link maintains practically complete electrical isolation between transmitter and receiver, effectively eliminating
ground loops. It is also immune to electromagnetic interference.
Both of these properties are advantageous in heavy industrial applications Icontrol systems, data acquisition systems, distributed
computer links, etc.).
A fiber-optic link itself does not radiate electromagnetic en'ergy.
Therefore it is suitable for carrying signals near sensitive electronic
equipment or for securing data transmissions against electromagnetic eavesdropping. Using clandestine taps for eavesdropping is also difficult because the optical power diverted into the tap
will be noticed as a drop in signal level at the legitimate receiver.

Sources
Concurrent with developments in fibers, a great deal of development work is being devoted to light sources. Two are commonly used, both based on GaAlAs and both emitting around 820
nm. LEDs are generally used for lower cost applications where
bandwidth requirements are below 3o MHz. The light output of an
LED is nearly proportional to its drive cunent, leading to simple
drive circuits.
The disadvantages of LEDs are their relatively large response
time (on the order of nanoseconds) and linewidth, both leading to
bandwidth limitations. Furthermore, LEDs emit light with no expressed directionality so light rays exceeding the fiber's acceptance angle are not utilized. A typical LED for fiber-optic applications generates an output power of 1 mW with a quantum efficiency
of around 3/o. Only 5 to 2 5% of the output power is coupled into the
fiber.
To match light-emitting area to fiber cross-section, efforts have
been directed towards developing high-radiance LEDs in which
the current flow, and hence the light generation, is concentrated
into an area less than 100 g,m in diameter. This leads to cunent
densities as high as 10,000 AJcm2, requiring elaborate structures
with good heat-sinking capabilities to assure long life, such as the
LED developed by Burrus of Bell Telephone Laboratories.
The solid-state laser, a high-current-density, multilayer device

The Deterrents
So with the major technical problems solved and no significant
breakthrough required, why are fiber-optic links not yet in high
volume use? The reason lies in the fact that fiber-optic communication is a totally new approach, not a refinement of an existing
technique where only a smaII part of the system would be subject to
innovation. This reflects in a lack of standardization in fibers,
cable, connectors, wavelengths, and power levels. Without standardization, communication is possible only between equipment
of common origin.
Standardization is usually not achieved by decree. It is a natural
process that occurs when one design clearly exceeds the others in
cost and performance and becomes widely used because of its
merits. The fiber-optic equivalents of RG58/U cable and the BNC
(continued on back Page)
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An NMOSProcessfor High-Performance
LSI Circuits
Fast16-bitmicroprocessors,
16Kread-only
memories,
and
a varietyof special-purpose
random-logicchipsare the
resultof an NMOSprocessthatproduceshigh-pertormance
large-scale
integratedcircuits.
by Joseph E. DeWeese and Thomas R. Ligon
,T|HE

MOST DRAMATIC IMPACT of LSI (largeI scale integration) in recent years has been on
computers and calculators. While the development of
hand-held calculators has been highly visible to all,
what has happened and continues to happen with
their larger and more sophisticated cousins has been
little less than profound. While the further integration of TTL and other small and medium-scale integrated circuits has in some cases resulted in much
smaller machines consuming less power, more significantly it has led to much greater functional density
allowing dramatic increases in performance for a
given volume. Thus it is that the newer desktop
calculators use more complex and powerful languages, contain more memory, and are able to solve
more complex problems in a shorter time than their
predecessors. Their new capabilities class them more
properly as desktop computers.
Obtaining these advanced capabilities in HP desktop computers was not simply a matter of adapting
available off-the-shelf LSI devices to meet objectives.
This would have stretched development time since
new devices must be made available before product
design can be undertaken. With circuit design, LSI
process development, and product design proceeding simultaneously on parallel paths, the result can be
products based on LSI devices that are years ahead of
anything available on the market. The products thus
achieve exceptional performance/cost ratios. This is
the approach used by Hewlett-Packard.
Developing an LSI process is a major undertaking (a
process as used here refers to the procedure by which
an integrated circuit is fabricated beginning with the
bare silicon wafer). The technologies employed for
forming or modifying particular parts of the structure,
such as oxidation, diffusion, ion implantation, photolithography (pattern formation), and various types of
thin-film deposition, are all complex subjects in
themselves. What makes process development particularly challenging is the high degree of interaction
that can and almost always does occur between the
various steps in forming the device.

Undertaking NMOS
Previously described in these pages was a central
processing unit (CPU) built on a single chip for mainframe computer systems by an HP-developed
CMOS/SOS process.l We would now like to describe
an NMOS process that was developed to meet the
needs of desktop computers. This process provides
the HP Model 9825A Desktop Computer with a CPU
that has the speed and power of the HP Model Z1,OOA
16-bit Computers on a hybrid circuit (Fig. 1) small
enough to fit in a vest pocket.2 Two of these hybrids
are used in the new Model 9845A Desktop Computer

(Fis.2).
Why MOS?LSI circuits use MOS fmetal-oxidesemiconductor) field-effect transistors more often
than not because thousands of these devices can be
packed on a single silicon chip of reasonable size.
While bipolar devices (NPN and PNP transistors) are
used in some LSI circuits, their manufacture requires
several diffusion steps and the electrical isolation
from the common substrate required by each device

Flg. 1. Hybrid microcircuit has a CPU chip, an input-output
chip, an extended-math chip, and four bipolar interface buff ersto form a 16-bitparallel processorthat hasthe speed and
power of a minicomputer.
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device cost to yield Y, explains why the sizes of chips
at the present time seldom exceed 25 to 30 mm2 in
even the most carefully controlled processes.Hence,
major efforts are being made to make devices smaller
so more can be placed on chips of limited size.
There are additional advantages to reducing device
size. Scaled-down devices have less of the arearelated capacitance that slows switching times. With
more devices on a chip, more of the interconnections
occur on the chip rather than between chips, resulting
in better system speed and less power loss.
Why NMOS?
MOS devices exist in two basic types. In one,
NMOS, the source and drain are doped n-type and the
channel between them is p-type.A positive voltage
applied to the gate causes the channel to turn n-type,
allowing conduction between source and drain. In
the other type, PMOS, the source and drain are p-type
and the channel is n-type. A negative voltage applied
to the gate then enables conduction between source
and drain.
NMOS devices are faster because conduction is

Model 9845A DesktopCompuFig.2. Recently-announced
ter uses two hybrid microprocessorssimilarto that shown in
Fig. 1. TheseplusNMOS 16KROMsmountedon B-chiphybrid
substrales give Model 98454 an extremely powerful central
processor and an exceptionallylarge mass memory. Other
NMOS LS/ chips drive the thernal printheadand controlthe
tape driver.
has been a serious constraint on dense packing. MOS
devices in most cases require only a single diffusion
step and they are inherently self-isolating so they can

be packed more closely.
There are powerful incentives for packing more
deviceson each chip, the primary incentive being an
economic one. At today's prices the cost of a fully
processed,3-inch wafermight rangefrom around$50
to $roo. The wafer may have somehundredsof chips
but only a fraction of that number will be sufficiently
free of defectsto be acceptable.The contents of each
chip may range from a few hundred transistors,for
simple logic or driving circuits, to well over 10,000
transistorsfor a microprocessorchip. The point is, the
cost of chips may vary by a factor of only 10, depending on yield, processcomplexity,and so on, so processesthat can put thousands of transistors on a
single chip achievesubstantialreductions in the cost
per function.
Using a Iargerchip to allow more devicesper chip
may not be cost effective becausethe chances of a
defect occurring on each chip then increases,with a
consequent drop in yield. This is further compoundedby the reduction in the number of chips per
wafer, Given a particular defect environment, the
yield Y can be related to active chip areaA and defect
density D (defectsper unit areal by the expression:

c o s t- c.^A3* ' &

Y
Cp= Package cost ($2)
C*= Cost of completed wafer ($100)
A*=Wafer area (for a 3-inch wafer)
Ac=ChiParea

y=yierd (tT;^")'
D = Defect density
g
at,

o

o

D=2Dlcm2

D = 10/cm2

Chip Area,A" (mm2)
Fig. 3. Curvesplot typical device cost as a functtonof chip
area A for two values of defect density D, showtng why very
largelC chipsare uneconomical.Thesecurvesarefor a3-inch
wafer with arbitrarilyselectedvaluesof package and processed waler costs.
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The steeprise in the curves of Fig. 3, which relates
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predominately by electrons whereas conduction in
PMOS devices is by holes, which are less mobile.
However, NMOS devices have been harder to make.
This is largely because mobile ions from contaminants, principally sodium, migrate to the silicondioxide/silicon interfaces and tend to invert them (induce turn-on), giving rise to leakage currents.
In the late 1960's, a number of manufacturers were
developing MOS memories to meet the anticipated
demand that the substantial size and cost advantages
of solid-state memories would generate, but none of
the available devices met the particular needs of a
new family of desktop computers being conceptualized at HP. Thus, the development of an NMOS
process was undertaken at HP's Loveland, Colorado,
facility for the purpose of manufacturing read-only
memories (ROMs) for this family, the HP 98104/
20AJ30A series. It was believed that the performance
benefits of NMOS justified the additional process
complexity.
The problem of contamination-caused leakage currents was largely reduced by the use of "back-gate"
bias, a voltage applied to the substrate itself to counteract the potential caused by contaminating ions. As
a result, HP was one of the first, if not the first, manufacturer to produce NMOS devices in quantity. The
4K ROMs developed in this facility enabled the
9810A/20Al30A family of desktop computers to have
far greater capabilities than any similar products
available at the time.

are brought closer together, undesired effects quickly
arise. Two of these are the "short-channel" effect, in
which gate-voltage control of the channel conductivity is degraded, and "punch-through", where conduction occurs between two depletion layers. Compounding these problems is the need to maintain
more accurate dimensional control so the same allowable degree of dimensional error can be maintained. Tight tolerances must be obtained at each step
in the process, otherwise there can be a surprisingly
broad range of device parameters in finished chips,
and since the designer must make allowances for the
worst case, he sacrifices speed and efficiency if tolerances are too loose.
For the above reasons, and others, new and more
controllable technologies had to be employed. The
process that ultimately emerged, known within the
company as NMOS II, makes use of the following
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The Next Generation
The central processor in the 9810A/20A/30A
machines included a number of off-the-shelf ICs occupying a good-sized printed-circuit board. Looking
beyond the 9810A/20A|30A family, it was realized
that if all this circuitry could be integrated on a large
scale, the next generation machines could have a significant increase in processing speed and capability
with a concurrent reduction in cost and size.
Using the experience gained with this first NMOS
process, it was decided to develop a new NMOS LSI
process that could enable integration of the central
processor. The initial objectives were straightforward: twice the density of the current process with at
least three times faster operating speeds.These objectives are complementary to a degree since small size
means lower capacitance, the principal limit on
speed.
The smallest feature size in the process at that time
was 7pm. Therefore, to achieve a 50% reduction in
device area, dimensions needed to be reduced to
about 5 g,m. This would also halve the capacitance
area.
Obtaining a 3oo/oreduction in linear dimensions
was not a simple matter. As active portions of devices

Fig. 4. Drawings of magnified cross-sectionsof a sihcon
wafershow stepsin the NMOS//process. Theverticalscalers
exaggerated for clarity;the depth of the phosphorous diffusion
(P-St)is actually less than 2 ptn.
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of the masks to the wafers soon damagesthe emulsion, leading to the generation of defects. Hardsurfacemasks are not so easily damaged.This was a
brand-new technology at the time, so many difficulties were encounteredin obtaining the required quality for the NMOS II process.Materials successfully
used have been thin films of silicon and of iron oxide
on glass.
Cu-Si-Al metalization. Aluminum is the standard
material for making surface interconnections, one
reason being that it alloys with silicon, providing
good,low-resistanceconnections.On the otherhand,
with the shallow doping usedin the NMOS II process,
this alloying can extend through the doped silicon,
shorting the contact to the substrate.Using siliconsaturated aluminum reduces this "alloy-through."
crystalThe addition ofcopperto the alloy suppresses
lization, smoothing the silicon-aluminum alloy. The
smoothed alloy also covers steps more uniformly.

technologies.
Local Oxidation of Silicon. Rather than oxidize the
entire wafer and then etch away the oxide where the
devices are to be formed, this technique first covers
the wafer with a layer of silicon nitride and then
removes it everywhere except where the devices are
to be formed (Fig. +). Silicon-dioxide is then grown on
the exposed areas while the silicon nitride prevents
the underlying areas from oxidizing. As shown by the
cross-sectional drawing of Fig. 4, the growth of the
oxide into the wafer forms partial sidewall containment for subsequent diffusions (Fig. 5), providing a
margin against punch-through between adjacent diffusions, and it gives more gentle steps on the surface
for metal passover. Furthermore, since the first etch is
made through a thin layer of silicon nitride rather
than through a relatively thick SiO2 layer, better definition of device features is achieved.
Ion implantation (I2). This technique employs a particle accelerator to implant dopant ions into the silicon in a highly controlled manner (solid-state diffusions, such as that used for the source and drain,
require temperatures around 1000'C, which can
complicate a process by causing more than the desired effectJ. 12is used in NMOS II primarily for doping the gates of selected FETs so they are lightly
depleted. These devices are then used as load resistors with the advantage that they are much smaller
than resistors of equal value created by diffusion of a
long, narrow area.
Self-aligned gates. This technique minimizes overlap
of the gate structure onto the source or drain diffusion
areas. Overlap results in a small gate-to-source or
-drain capacitance that is magnified by the Miller
effect, slowing switching speeds.
A number of techniques are used for self-alignment
but a highly effective one was developed for the
NMOS II process. It is based on the fact that under the
proper conditions phosphorous-doped silicon
oxidizes several times more rapidly than undoped
silicon. After the source-drain diffusion, the protecting silicon nitride in the gate region is etched away,
then the gate oxide is grown. The source-drain oxide
forms simultaneously but at about five times the rate.
The gate oxide is then centered perfectly between
source and drain (see Fig. 4). Subsequent gate-metal
placement is relatively uncritical. Furthermore, the
feature size can be made smaller since less allowance
is needed for aligning the gate to the source and drain.
Hard-surface masks. Until the time that the NMOS II
process was being developed, the masks used to
transfer patterns to the wafer were made of photoemulsion on glass. These were not well suited to the
NMOS II process for two reasons: (1Jthe edge definition is not sharp enough for the 5 -f 0.5 pm line definition wanted, and (z) repeated clamping and aligning

The Major Problems
The "alloy-through" was one of the most troublesome problems that had to be overcome.The boiling
points of silicon and aluminum are quite different,
making composition control difficult when using the
evaporative technique of depositing thin-film conductors. Conventional sputtering techniques, while
allowing easycompositioncontrol, are too slow and
raise the temperature of the wafers to around 300oC,
causingfurther problemswith separationand crystallization of the alloy materials.
A new technique, commonly referred to as
planar-magnetronsputtering, was developed.In P-M
sputtering, a magnetic field in the plasma region
causeselectronsto follow spiral paths which results
in more efficient ionization. Consequently,there is a
largeimprovementin both depositionrateand a reduction in the substrate heating that was caused by
secondary electron currents. P-M sputtering is now
generally used throughout the industry.
Another troublesomeareainvolved the problem of
leakage.The introduction of phosphorousinto silicon dioxide can be a good way to solve this problem
becausephosphorousis a rather effective "gettet" for

Fig.5. Scannlngelectronmicrographof NMOSll lC shows
sidewall containment of diffusion (magnification: 8800 x)
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Applications of the NMOS-II
Process
Thefirstuseof theNMOSll processdescribedin themaintext
was for mask-programmable
16K ROMs used in the Model
9815A DesktopComputerl(DTC),introducedin September
1975.These ROMs are organizedin a2K x 8 structurefor
operataon
witha commercially
available
8-bitmicroprocessor.
In
additionto providingfour times as much lirmwareas the 4K
ROMs used in earlierDTCs,the NMOS ll ROMs decreased
powerconsumptionby turningthemselvesoff when not being
accessedby the microprocessor.
Thisdynamic"power-pulse"
operatingmodedecreasedROM powerdissipationby a factor
of greaterthan 10 withoutaffectingaccesstime stgnificantly.

internalfunctionsitself, the processoralsoreducedthe amount
of communications
neededbetweenthe DTC and printer.
Thisprocessor,
knownas the BinaryProcessor
Chip(BpC),is
a 16-bit parallelprocessorcapable of executing59 unique
instructions.
lt has a memory address space of 32K 16-bit
words.With NMOS ll .16KROMs organizedin a 1K x l6-bit
structure,
the BPCformsa controllingprocessorthat operates
with a 6-MHz clock supplied by an external2-phase,nonoverlapping
clocksource,The processorcontrolstheacceleration,speed,and deceleration
of the motorsthatpositionthe print
wheel and it determinesthe hammerforce accordingto the
densityof the characterselected.Manyfeatures,such as selftest,automatictabulation,plotting,and charactersubstitution,
were added at llttle cost simply by includingthem in the
firmware.
ThefirsttotallyNMOSll LSI-based
desktopcomputerwasthe
Model982543introducedin Januarv1976.Theheartof thisDTC

I

Model 9815A
The increasedstoragecapabilityprovidedthe Model9815A
by the NMOSll ROMsenabledthe standardmachineto haveas
part of its standardlanguagemanyof the math functionsand
otheroptionsthatwere availableonlyas add-onROMsfor the
previousgenerationDTCs.
Thefirstuseof an NMOSll microprocessor
was in the Model
9871A lmpact Printer,2
also introducedin 1975,Use of ROMcontrolledprocessorlogicgavethef lexibility
neededto improve
performanceat low cost. By enablingthe printerto performits

Model 98254
is the seven-chiphybridmicroprocessor
mentionedin the main
text.Threeof thechipsareprocessors
(a BPC,an IOCchip,and
an extendedmath chip) that amongthem execute86 instructionsincludingcontrolof all communications
betweenthe DTC
and peripherals
via the l/O port.The threeprocessorchips are
isolatedf romtheelectronics
in therestof the DTCby fourbipolar
interface
buffers,minimizing
the capacitance
thatthe processor
chapsmustdrive.Thisallowsthe processorto operateat clock
rates above 6 MHz.
Firmwareis containedin 16K ROMs,organized1K x 16.
Besidessavingenergywith the power-pulsing
(automaticself
turn-off)feature,theseROMshave"three-state"
(input,output,
off) pins that allow multiplexingof addressesand data. The
three-statearrangementreducesthe overallcapacitanceon the
paralleladdress-data
bus by cyclingnon-addressed
ROMsinto
a high impedance(low capacitance)state.
ln additionto the processorand 16K ROMs,NMOSll is used
in the Model 9825A in a random-logicchip that controlsthe
operationof the keyboard,LED display,and thermalprinter,
Thischip controlsall operationsof these"internalperipherals"
and the data communications
betweenthem and the microprocessor.lt generateskey scans, allowsfor key debounce
delay, generatesrepeat-keytiming,and communjcateskeycodedatato the microprocessor.
lt shiftsand clocksdatato the
printerregistersand controlspaperadvanceand the ournnming of the thermalprinthead.lt shifts display dot character
information
to the LEDdisplay,controlsdisplayscan rate,and
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generatesthe display cursor. The character set used by the
displayand printeris containedin a mask-programmableROM
on this chip, enabling alternativecharacter sets, such as
Katakana,to be generated simply by changing photomasks
duringchip fabrication.
The most recentuse ol NMOS ll LSI is in the recentlyannounced98454 DesktopComputer(to be described in a forthcomingissueof the HPJournal).The processorin this DTCwas
expanded to include two hybrid microprocessorsof the type
used in the Model 9825A. One processorexecutes the language processingwhilethe otheris dedicatedto communications between the mainframeelectronicsand peripherals.A
with
new BPC chip was designedfor these microprocessors
four timesthe addressingspace of the originalBPC chip.The
new BPCchip alsomakesuseof NMOSpowertransistorsfor the
processor'sclock drivers,acceptingaTTL-levelclock inputand
generatinga 12V,two-phasenon-overlapping
clockcapableof
charging 300 pF to above 10V in less than 30 ns.
The firmwarememoryof the 98454 has 16K ROMson B-chip
hybridsubstrates.Eachof these ROMshas itsown power-pulse
transistor
on the chip ratherthan usingexternalbipolartransistorsior this functionas the earlierNMOSll ROMsdid. Eachof
the memoryhybrids is isolatedfrom the mainframeelectronics
by bipolar interface buffers to reduce the capacitance the
ROMsmust drive,resultingin improvedspeed of operation.
Anotherrandom-logic
NMOSll chip controlsthe operationof
the minicartridgetape drive and data transferbetween mainframeelectronicsand the tape, performingtape read-and-write
gaps. AnotherNMOSll chip,
controland detectinginterrecord
takingthe place of a previouslyused bipolarchip, shiftsand
storesthe data to the 8o-character,page-widthprinterplotter,
directlydrivingthe thinJilmthermalprintheadthin-filmresistors
with NMOSpowertransistorsthat arecapableof sinking150 mA
with lessthan 6 ohms ON resistance,
Thus,it can be seenthatthe NMOSll processis not limitedto
memoryand microprocessorapplicationsbut is branchingout
to encompassthe whole array of desktopcomputercircuits,
givingthe designersof desktopcomputersmorecapabilityand
greaterflexibilityin less space for enhancedpertormance.

sodium ions. However, the procedures used to
achieve other desired features, such as the selfaligned gate, did not allow the easy introduction of
sufficient phosphorous into the field oxide. The solution was to dope an oxide layer with phosphorous
while the layer is deposited chemically at 400"C as the
final passivation layer at the end of the process.
With the more sharply defined features, the shallower dopings, the self-alignment technique, and the
use of depletion load transistors, plus refinements in
circuit design, circuit speed improved by a factor of
10 with the factor-of-2 area reduction. During the two
and a half years the NMOS II process has been on line,
it has proved to be relatively high yielding. Besides
providing the hardware basis for the 9S15A/25Al45A
desktop computer family and its many highperformance peripherals, it is also finding its way
into other kinds of products, such as the new Model
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connector have not yet arrived.
Standardizationis also a prerequisiteof high-volume production. Becauseof low-volume developmental manufacture, the present costsof fiber, cable, solid-state lasersand LEDs are an order of
magnitude higher than that consideredeconomically feasible.It
will take one or two years yet belore the *gain- in the volumecost-demand"loop" becomesgreat enough to create a steep increasein production and a drop in cost,asoccuned with integrated
circuits.
Then there is the usual reluctance of reliability-minded engineersto abandon highly developed,well proven systemsfor a
totally new technology,with the activelight sourcein the transmitter being particularly suspect. Material defects appear to be the
major limiting factor on the life of LEDs and lasers.The specific
failure mechanismsare being studied in a number of laboratories
throughout the world with assuranceof many solutions. Recent
reports from Bell Laboratoriescite an extrapolated life of up to 106
hours for a solid-state laser, corresponding to an uninterrupted
service of about 100 years.Even a lO-year life span, more commonly achievedtoday,should be quite sufficientfor reliable operation.
The Future
No doubt about it, wide-scaleuse of optical communicationsis
coming, not only for telephonehansmissions,cable TV, and distributed computer networks,but also for such short-haul applications as pc-board-to-pc-boardsignal transfer within an instrument.
Most transmittersand receiversnow are designedfor specific bit
r+tsand-link lengths. Large-scaleintegration, and possibly tradeoffs in receiver sensitivity and maximum bit rates,will result in

'?

compact circuits that will be able to accommodatea wide range of
link lengths and bit rates without requiring any adjustments. This
will facilitate the economicalapplication of fiber-opticsto a wide
range of applications.
In the immediate future, we can see further developments in
splicesand connectors.To avoid undue loss ofpower, the facesof
the adjoining fibers must be of equal size, in line, parallel, and as
closeto eachother as possible.This leadsto strict diametercontrol
in fiber production and, given the small diameter of the fiber,
requires a precision in the micrometre range for the connectorsand
splices.At present,the optical power loss in a typical connectoris
0.5to 2 dB, equivalenttoa substantiallength oflowloss fiber cable.
The use of connectors or splices in a system therefore must be
carefully planned, quite a different situation than that encountered
with communicationsover metallic wire.
Farther in the future we anticipate developments in single-mode
fibers and also in integrated optics, the optical equivalent of
semiconductorICs. These will consist of solid-statecomponents,
usually basedon thin-film technology,in which optical ratherthan
electrical signals are switched, amplified, modulated, and processeddirectly without conversionto electrical signals.The impact of this technique will be far-reaching.
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